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Abstract
In this paper, which is a substantial extension of an earlier essay [3],
we give an overview of some recent work on the geometric properties of
the evolution of the forward rate curve in an arbitrage free bond market.
The main problems to be discussed are as follows.
• When is a given forward rate model consistent with a given family
of forward rate curves?
• When can the inherently inﬁnite dimensional forward rate process
be realized by means of a Markovian ﬁnite dimensional state space
model.
We consider interest rate models of Heath-Jarrow-Morton type, where
the forward rates are driven by a multidimensional Wiener process, and
where he volatility is allowed to be an arbitrary smooth functional of
the present forward rate curve. Within this framework we give necessary
and suﬃcient conditions for consistency, as well as for the existence of a
ﬁnite dimensional realization, in terms of the forward rate volatilities. We
also study stochastic volatility HJM models, and we provide a systematic
method for the construction of concrete realizations.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Setup
We consider a bond market model (see [4], [33]) living on a ﬁltered probability
space (Ω,F,F,Q) where F = {Ft}t≥0. The basis is assumed to carry a standard
m-dimensional Wiener process W, and we also assume that the ﬁltration F is
the internal one generated by W.
By pt(x) we denote the price, at t, of a zero coupon bond maturing at t + x,





Note that we use the Musiela parameterization, where x denotes the time to
maturity. The short rate R is deﬁned as Rt = rt(0), and the money account B




. The model is assumed to be free of arbitrage
in the sense that the measure Q above is a martingale measure for the model.
In other words, for every ﬁxed time of maturity T ≥ 0, the process Zt(T)=
pt(T − t)/Bt is a Q-martingale.






where, for each x, β(x) and σ(x) are given optional processes. The initial curve
{ro
0(x); x ≥ 0} is taken as given. It is interpreted as the observed forward rate
curve.
The standard Heath-Jarrow-Morton drift condition ([26]) can easily be trans-
ferred to the Musiela parameterization. The result (see [10], [32]) is as follows.
Proposition 1.1 (The Forward Rate Equation) Under the martingale mea-










dt + σt(x)dWt, (2)
r0(x)=ro
0(x). (3)
4where ? denotes transpose.
1.2 The Geometric Point of View
At a ﬁrst glance it is natural to view the forward rate equation (2) as an inﬁnite
system of SDEs: We have one equation for each ﬁxed x, so we are handling a
continuum of SDEs.
An alternative, more geometrically oriented, view of (2) is to regard it as a single
equation for an inﬁnite dimensional object. The inﬁnite dimensional object
under study is the forward rate curve, i.e. the curve x 7−→ rt(x). Denoting
the forward rate curve at time t by rt, and the entire forward rate curve process
by r, we thus take the point of view that r is a process evolving in some inﬁnite
dimensional function space H of forward rate curves. For a ﬁxed t we will thus
view each outcome of rt as a vector (or point) in H. In the same way, the
volatility process σ =[ σ1,...,σ m] is viewed as a process evolving in Hm,s o
that for each t the outcome of σt =[ σ1t,...,σ mt] is regarded as a point in Hm.
In order to avoid detailed technical discussions at this preliminary level we
postpone the precise deﬁnition of H, as well as the necessary technical conditions
on σ, until Section 3.3. For the time being the reader is asked to think (loosely)
of H as a space of C∞ functions and to assume that all SDEs appearing in the
text do admit unique strong solutions.
In order to emphasize the geometric point of view, can now rewrite the forward
rate equation (2) as
drt = {Frt + σtHσt}dt + σtdWt, (4)
r0 = r0, (5)








f(s)ds, for f ∈H . (7)
and where we use the obvious interpretation Hσt =[ Hσ1t,...,Hσmt].
1.3 Main Problems
Suppose now that we are give a concrete model M within the above framework,
i.e. suppose that we are given a concrete speciﬁcation of the volatility process
σ. We now formulate a couple of natural problems:
1. Take, in addition to M, also as given a parameterized family G of forward
rate curves. Under which conditions is the family G consistent with the
5dynamics of M? Here consistency is interpreted in the sense that, given
an initial forward rate curve in G, the interest rate model M will only
produce forward rate curves belonging to the given family G.
2. When does the given, inherently inﬁnite dimensional, interest rate model
M admit a ﬁnite dimensional realization? More precisely, we seek
conditions under which the forward rate process rt(x) induced by the
model M, can be realized by a system of the form
dZt = a(Zt)dt + b(Zt)dWt, (8)
rt(x)=G(Zt,x). (9)
where Z (interpreted as the state vector process) is a ﬁnite dimensional
diﬀusion, a(z), b(z) and G(z,x) are deterministic functions and W is the
same Wiener process as in (2). Expressed in other terms, we thus wish to
investigate under what conditions the HJM model is generated by a ﬁnite
dimensional Markovian state space model.
As will be seen below, these two problems are intimately connected, and the
main purpose of this chapter, which is a substantial extension of a previous
paper [3], is to give an overview of some recent work in this area. The text is
based on [6], [5], [9], [7], and [8], but the presentation given below is more focused
on geometric intuition than the original articles, where full proofs, technical
details and further results can be found. In the analysis below we use ideas from
systems and control theory (see [30]) as well as from nonlinear ﬁltering theory
(see [12]). References to the literature will sometimes be given in the text, but
will also be summarized in the Notes at the end of each section.
It should be noted that the functional analytical framework of the entire the-
ory has recently been improved in a quite remarkable way by Filipovic and
Teichmann. In a series of papers these authors have considerably extended the
Hilbert space framework of the papers mentioned above. In doing so, they have
also clariﬁed many structural problems and derived a large number of concrete
results. However: a full understanding of these extensions require a high degree
of detailed technical knowledge in analysis on Frechet spaces so the scope of the
present paper prohibits us from doing complete justice to this beautiful part of
the theory. The interested reader is referred to the original papers [23], [24], and
[25].
The organization of the text is as follows. In Section 2 we treat the relatively
simple case of linear realizations. Section 3 is devoted to a study of the general
consistency problem, including a primer on the Filpovic inverse consistency
theory, and in Section 4 we use the consistency results from Section 3 in order to
give a fairly complete picture of the nonlinear realization problem. The problem
of actually constructing a concrete realization is treated in Section 5, in Section
6 we discuss very brieﬂy the Filipovic–Teicmann extensions, and in Section 7
we extend the theory to include stochastic volatility models.
62 A Primer on Linear Realization Theory
In the general case, the forward rate equation (4) is a highly nonlinear inﬁnite
dimensional SDE but, as can be expected, the special case of linear dynamics
is much easier to handle. In this section we therefore concentrate on linear
forward rate models, and look for ﬁnite dimensional linear realizations. Almost
all geometric ideas presented in this chapter will then be generalized to the
nonlinear case studied later in the text.
2.1 Deterministic Forward Rate Volatilities
For the rest of the section we only consider the case when the volatility process
σt(x)=[ σ1t(x),...,σ mt(x)] is a deterministic function σ(x)o fx only.
Assumption 2.1 Each component σi, of the volatility process σ is a deter-
ministic vector in H for i =1 ,...,m. Equivalently, The volatility σ is a C∞-
mapping σ : R+ → Rm.
Under this assumption, the forward rate equation (4) takes the form
drt = {Ft + D}dt + σdWt, (10)





The point to note here is that, because of our choice of a deterministic volatility
σ(x), the forward rate equation (10) is a linear (or rather aﬃne) SDE evolving
in the inﬁnite dimensional function space H.
Because of the linear structure of the equation (albeit in inﬁnite dimensions) we
expect to be able to provide an explicit solution of (10). We now recall that a
scalar equation of the form
dyt =[ ayt + b]dt + cdWt
has the solution



















7We now have to make precise mathematical sense of the formal exponent eFt.
From the context it is clear that it acts on vectors in H, i.e. on real valued C∞
functions. It is in fact an operator eFt : H→Hand we have to ﬁgure out how








In our case F n = ∂
n











This is, however, just a Taylor series expansion of f around the point x, so for




(x)=f(x + t). We have in fact the following precise
result (which can be proved rigorously).
Proposition 2.1 The operator F is the inﬁnitesimal generator of the semigroup




(x)=f(t + x). (14)
Furthermore, the solution of the forward rate equation (10) is given by











D(x + t − s)ds +
Z t
0
σ(x + t − s)dWs. (16)
From (15) it is clear by inspection that we may write the solution of the forward
rate equation (10) as
rt = qt + δt, (17)
dqt = Fqtdt + σdWt, (18)
q0 = 0 (19)
where δ is given by









D(x + t − s)ds. (21)
8Since δt(x) is not aﬀected by the input W, we see that the problem of ﬁnding
a realization for the term structure system (10) is equivalent to that of ﬁnding
a realization for (18)-(19). Since we have a linear dynamical system it seems
natural to look for linear realizations and we are thus led to the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.1 A triple [A,B,C(x)], where A is an (n × n)-matrix, B is an
(n × m)-matrix and C is an n dimensional row vector function, is called an
n-dimensional realization of the systems (18) if q has the representation
qt(x)=C(x)Zt, (22)
dZt = AZtdt + BdWt, (23)
Z0 =0 . (24)
Our main problems are now as follows.
• Consider an a priori given volatility structure σ(x).
• When does there exists a ﬁnite dimensional realization?
• If there exists a ﬁnite dimensional realization, what is the minimal dimen-
sion?
• How do we construct a minimal realization from knowledge of σ?
2.2 Finite Dimensional Realizations
In this section we will investigate the existence of a ﬁnite dimensional realization
(FDR) from a geometric point of view. There are also a number of other ways to
attack the problem, but it is in fact the geometrical point of view which later in
the text will be generalized to the nonlinear case. The discussion will be rather
informal and some technical questions are sidestepped.
We recall the q-equation (18) as
dqt = Fqtdt + σdWt, (25)
q0 =0 .
Expressing the operator exponential eF(t−s) as a power series, and using Propo-










9From this expression we see that, for each t, the random vector qt is in fact
given as a random inﬁnite linear combination of the (deterministic) vectors
σ,Fσ,F2σ,.... Thus we see that the q-process will in fact evolve in the (deter-







The subspace R is thus invariant under the action of the q process, and it is
rather obvious that it is in fact the minimal (under inclusion) invariant subspace
for q.
The obvious conjecture is that there exists an FDR if and only if R is ﬁnite
dimensional. This conjecture is in fact correct and we have the following main
result.
Proposition 2.2 Consider a given volatility function
σ =[ σ1,···,σ m].
Then there exists an FDR if and only if ,
dim(R) < ∞, (28)




kσi ; i =1 ,···,m; k =0 ,1,···
￿
. (29)
Furthermore; the minimal dimension of an FDR, also known as the McMillan
degree, is given by dim(R).
Proof. For brevity we only give the proof for the case m = 1. The proof for
general case is almost identical. Assume ﬁrst that there exists an n-dimensional
FDR of the form
qt(x)=C(x)Zt, (30)
with Z-dynamics as in (24), and with
C(x)=[ C1(x),...,C n(x)].
Writing this as
qt = CZt, (31)
it is now obvious that the ﬁnite dimensional subspace of H spanned by the vec-
tors C1,...,C n will in fact be invariant and thus contain R (since R is minimal
invariant). Thus the existence of an FDR implies the ﬁnite dimensionality of R.
Conversely, assume that R is n-dimensional. We now prove the existence of an
FDR by actually constructing an explicit realization of the form (22)-(24). The
10ﬁnite dimensionality of R implies that, for some integer n, there exists a linear





where γ0,...,γ n−1 are real numbers. Without loss of generality we may as-
sume that n is the smallest integer with this property, so that the vectors
σ,Fσ,...Fn−1σ are linearly independent and span R.








where the processes Z0,...,Zn−1 are the coordinate processes of q for the given







t = αi (Zt)dt + βi (Zt)dWt,i =0 ,...,n− 1, (34)
and the problem is to identify the unknown functions α and β.
Our strategy for ﬁnding α and β is as follows.
• Compute dq from (33)-(34).
• Compare the expression thus obtained with the original q dynamics given
by
dqt = Fqtdt + σdWt. (35)
• Identify the coeﬃcients.
















We now want to compare this expression with the dynamics in (35). To do this
























n−1,i =0 ,...,n− 1, (39)










We may now identify coeﬃcients by comparing (38) with (40) to obtain
β0(Z)=1 ,
βi =0 ,i =1 ,...,n− 1.
and
αi(Z)=ci(Z),i =0 ,...,n− 1. (41)
with ci as in (39). We have thus derived the explicit realization





















dt, i =1 ,...,n− 1. (45)
We note in passing that the proof above, apart from proving the existence result,
also provides us with the concrete realization (43)-(45). In the proof this is only
done for the case of a scalar Wiener process, but the method can easily be
extended to the multi-dimensional case. See [7] for worked out examples.
We now go on to ﬁnd a more explicit characterizationof condition (28). Recalling
that the operator F is deﬁned as F = ∂
∂x, we see from Proposition 2.2 that the
forward rate system admits an FDR if and only if the space spanned by the
components of σ and all their derivatives is ﬁnite dimensional. In other words;
there exists an FDR if and only if the components of σ satisfy a linear system of
ODEs with constant coeﬃcients. This leads us to the topic of quasi-exponential
functions.
12Deﬁnition 2.2 A quasi-exponential (or QE) function is by deﬁnition any








where λi,α 1,ω j are real numbers, whereas pj and qj are real polynomials.
QE functions will turn up over and over again, so we list some simple well known
properties.
Lemma 2.1 The following hold for the quasi-exponential functions.
• A function is QE if and only if it is a component of the solution of a vector
valued linear ODE with constant coeﬃcients.
• A function is QE if and only if it can be written as f(x)=ceAxb. where
c is a row vector, A is a square matrix and b is a column vector.
• If f is QE, then f0 is QE.
• If f is QE, then its primitive function is QE.
• If f and g are QE, then fg is QE.
We can thus restate Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.3 The forward rate equation admits a ﬁnite dimensional real-
ization if and only of each component of σ is quasi-exponential.
2.3 Economic Interpretation of the State Space
In general, the state space of a realization of a given system has no concrete
(e.g. economic) interpretation. In the case of the forward rate equation, how-
ever, the states of the minimal realization turn out to have a simple economic
interpretation.
Proposition 2.4 Assume that R is n-dimensional, so that the existence of an
FDR is guaranteed. Then, for any minimal realization, i.e. a realization with an
n-dimensional state vector Z, there will exist an aﬃne transformation mapping
the state vector into a vector of benchmark forward rates.
The moral of this is that, in a minimal realization, you can always choose your
state variables as a ﬁxed set of forward rates. It can also be shown that the
maturities of the benchmark forward rates can be chosen without restrictions.
For precise statements, proofs and examples, see [6].
132.4 Connections to Systems and Control Theory
The geometric ideas of the previous section are in fact standard in the theory
of mathematical systems and control. To see this, consider again the equation
dqt = Fqtdt + σdWt, (47)
q0 =0 . (48)
Let us now formally “divide by dt”, which gives us
dqt
dt




where the formal time derivative dWt
dt is interpreted as “white noise”. We in-
terpret this equation as an input-output system where the random input signal
t 7−→ dWt
dt is transformed into the inﬁnite dimensional output signal t 7−→ qt.




= Fqt + σut, (49)
q0 =0 ,
where u is a deterministic input signal (which in our case is replaced by white
noise). Generally speaking, tricks like this does not work directly, since we are
ignoring the diﬀerence between standard diﬀerential calculus, which is used to
analyze (49), and Itˆ o calculus which we use when dealing with SDEs. In this
case, however, because of the linear structure, the second order Itˆ o term will
not come into play, so we are safe. (See the discussion in Section 3.4 around the
Stratonovich integral for how to treat the nonlinear situation.)
The reader who is familiar with systems and control theory (see [11]) will now
recognize the space R above as the reachable subspace of the control sys-
tem (49). Not surprisingly, there is also a frequency domain approach to our
realization problem. See [6] for details.
2.5 Examples
We now give some simple illustrations of the theory. We only consider the case
of a scalar driving Wiener process.
Example 2.1 σ(x)=σe−ax
We consider a model driven by a one-dimensional Wiener process, having the
forward rate volatility structure
σ(x)=σe−ax,
14where σ in the right hand side denotes a constant. (The reader will probably
recognize this example as the Hull-White model.) We start by determining R





−ax ; k ≥ 0
￿
.
It is obvious that R is one-dimensional, so we can expect to ﬁnd a one-dimensional
realization. The existence of an FDR could of course also have been seen directly
by observing that σ is quasi-exponential. Since we have Fσ = −aσ we see that,
in the notation of (32) we have γ0 = −a. Thus denoting the single state variable
Z0 by Z, we may use (43)-(45) to obtain the realization
qt(x)=e
−axZt, (50)
dZt = −aZtdt + dWt. (51)






























which is easily seen to be inﬁnite dimensional. Thus we see that in this case there
exists no ﬁnite dimensional linear realization. We will return to this example
later and we will in fact prove that neither does there exists a non-linear FDR.
2.6 Notes
This section is to a large extent based on [6] where, however, the focus is more
on the frequency domain approach. The ﬁrst paper to appear in this area was
to our knowledge the seminal preprint [32], where the Musiela parameterization
is introduced and the space R is discussed in some detail. Because of the linear
structure, the theory above is closely connected to (and in a sense inverse to)
the theory of aﬃne term structures developed in [17]. The standard reference on
inﬁnite dimensional SDEs is [16], where one also can ﬁnd a presentation of the
connections between control theory and inﬁnite dimensional linear stochastic
equations.
3 The Consistency Problem
We now turn to a more serious study of the geometric properties of the forward
rate equation in the general nonlinear case. We begin by studying when a given
15submanifold of forward rate curves is consistent (a precise deﬁnition will be
given below) with a given interest rate model. This problem is of interest from
an applied as well as from a theoretical point of view. In particular we will
use the results from this section to analyze problems about existence of ﬁnite
dimensional factor realizations for interest rate models on forward rate form.
Invariant manifolds are, however, also of interest in their own right, so we begin
by discussing a concrete problem which naturally leads to the invariance concept.
3.1 Parameter Recalibration
A standard procedure when dealing with concrete interest rate models on a high
frequency (say, daily) basis can be described as follows:
1. At time t = 0, use market data to ﬁt (calibrate) the model to the observed
bond prices.
2. Use the calibrated model to compute prices of various interest rate deriv-
atives.
3. The following day (t = 1), repeat the procedure in 1. above in order to
recalibrate the model, etc..
To carry out the calibration in step 1. above, the analyst typically has to produce
a forward rate curve {ro(x);x ≥ 0} from the observed data. However, since
only a ﬁnite number of bonds actually trade in the market, the data consist
of a discrete set of points, and a need to ﬁt a curve to these points arises.
This curve-ﬁtting may be done in a variety of ways. One way is to use splines,
but also a number of parameterized families of smooth forward rate curves
have become popular in applications—the most well-known probably being the
Nelson-Siegel (see [34]) family. Once the curve {ro(x);x ≥ 0} has been obtained,
the parameters of the interest rate model may be calibrated to this.
Now, from a purely logical point of view, the recalibration procedure in step
3. above is of course slightly nonsensical: If the interest rate model at hand is
an exact picture of reality, then there should be no need to recalibrate. The
reason that everyone insists on recalibrating is of course that any model in fact
only is an approximate picture of the ﬁnancial market under consideration, and
recalibration allows incorporating newly arrived information in the approxima-
tion. Even so, the calibration procedure itself ought to take into account that
it will be repeated. It appears that the optimal way to do so would involve
a combination of time series and cross-section data, as opposed to the purely
cross-sectional curve-ﬁtting, where the information contained in previous curves
is discarded in each recalibration.
The cross-sectional ﬁtting of a forward curve and the repeated recalibration is
thus, in a sense, a pragmatic and somewhat non-theoretical endeavor. Nonethe-
less, there are some nontrivial theoretical problems to be dealt with in this
16context, and the problem to be studied in this section concerns the consis-
tency between, on the one hand, the dynamics of a given interest rate model,
and, on the other hand, the forward curve family employed.
What, then, is meant by consistency in this context? Assume that a given in-
terest rate model M (e.g. the Hull–White model) in fact is an exact picture of
the ﬁnancial market. Now consider a particular family G of forward rate curves
(e.g. the Nelson-Siegel family) and assume that the interest rate model is cali-
brated using this family. We then say that the pair (M,G)i sconsistent (or,
that M and G are consistent) if all forward curves which may be produced by
the interest rate model M are contained within the family G. Otherwise, the
pair (M,G) is inconsistent.
Thus, if M and G are consistent, then the interest rate model actually produces
forward curves which belong to the relevant family. In contrast, if M and G are
inconsistent, then the interest rate model will produce forward curves outside
the family used in the calibration step, and this will force the analyst to change
the model parameters all the time—not because the model is an approximation
to reality, but simply because the family does not go well with the model.
Put into more operational terms this can be rephrased as follows.
• Suppose that you are using a ﬁxed interest rate model M. If you want
to do recalibration, then your family G of forward rate curves should be
chosen is such a way as to be consistent with the model M.
Note however that the argument also can be run backwards, yielding the fol-
lowing conclusion for empirical work.
• Suppose that a particular forward curve family G has been observed to
provide a good ﬁt, on a day-to-day basis, in a particular bond market.
Then this gives you modeling information about the choice of an interest
rate model in the sense that you should try to use/construct an interest
rate model which is consistent with the family G.
We now have a number of natural problems to study.
I Given an interest rate model M and a family of forward curves G, what are
necessary and suﬃcient conditions for consistency?
II Take as given a speciﬁc family G of forward curves (e.g. the Nelson-Siegel
family). Does there exist any interest rate model M which is consistent
with G?
III Take as given a speciﬁc interest rate model M (e.g. the Hull-White model).
Does there exist any ﬁnitely parameterized family of forward curves G
which is consistent with M?
17In this section we will mainly address problem (I) above. Problem II has been
studied, for special cases, in [19], [20], whereas Problem III can be shown (see
Proposition 4.1) to be equivalent to the problem of ﬁnding a ﬁnite dimensional
factor realization of the model M and we provide a fairly complete solution in
Section 4.
3.2 Invariant Manifolds
We now move on to give precise mathematical deﬁnition of the consistency
property discussed above, and this leads us to the concept of an invariant
manifold.
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Invariant manifold) Take as given the forward rate process
dynamics (2). Consider also a ﬁxed family (manifold) of forward rate curves
G. We say that G is locally invariant under the action of r if, for each point
(s,r) ∈ R+×G, the condition rs ∈Gimplies that rt ∈G , on a (possibly random)
time interval with positive length. If r stays forever on G, we say that G is globally
invariant.
The purpose of this section is to characterize invariance in terms of local char-
acteristics of G and M, and in this context local invariance is the best one can
hope for. In order to save space, local invariance will therefore be referred to as
invariance.
To get some intuitive feeling for the invariance concepts one can consider the













is globally invariant, i.e. if we start the system on C it will stay forever on C.




2 =1 ,y 2 > 0
￿
, is on the
other hand only locally invariant, since the system will leave Cu at the point
(1,0). This geometric situation is in fact the generic one also for our inﬁnite
dimensional stochastic case. The forward rate trajectory will never leave a locally
invariant manifold at a point in the relative interior of the manifold. Exit from
the manifold can only take place at the relative boundary points. We have no
general method for determining whether a locally invariant manifold also is
globally invariant or not. Problems of this kind has to be solved separately for
each particular case.
183.3 The Space
In order to study the consistency problem we need (see Remark 3.1 below) a
very regular space to work in.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Consider a ﬁxed real number γ>0. The space Hγ is deﬁned
as the space of all inﬁnitely diﬀerentiable functions
r : R+ → R













Note that H is not a space of distributions, but a space of functions. We will
often suppress the subindex γ. With the obvious inner product H is a pre-Hilbert
space, and in [9] the following result is proved.
Proposition 3.1 The space H is a Hilbert space, i.e. it is complete. Further-
more, every function in the space is fact real analytic, and can thus be uniquely
extended to a holomorphic function in the entire complex plane.
Remark 3.1 The reason for our choice of H as the underlying space, is that
the linear operator F = d/dx is bounded in this space. Together with the as-
sumptions above, this implies that both µ and σ are smooth vector ﬁelds on
H, thus ensuring the existence of a strong local solution to the forward rate
equation for every initial point ro ∈H .
3.3.1 The Forward Curve Manifold
We consider as given a mapping
G : Z→H , (53)
where the parameter space Z is an open connected subset of Rd, i.e. for each
parameter value z ∈Z⊆Rd we have a curve G(z) ∈H . The value of this curve
at the point x ∈ R+ will be written as G(z,x), so we see that G can also be
viewed as a mapping
G : Z×R+ → R. (54)
The mapping G is thus a formalization of the idea of a ﬁnitely parameterized
family of forward rate curves, and we now deﬁne the forward curve manifold as
the set of all forward rate curves produced by this family.
Deﬁnition 3.3 The forward curve manifold G⊆His deﬁned as
G = Im(G)
193.3.2 The Interest Rate Model
We consider a given volatility σ of the form
σ : H×R+ → Rm.
In other words, σ(r,x) is a functional of the inﬁnite dimensional r-variable, and
a function of the real variable x. An alternative, and more proﬁtable, way of
viewing a component σi is to see it as a mapping where point r ∈His mapped
to the real valued function σi(r,·). We will in fact assume that this real valued
function is a member of H, which means that we can view each component σi
as a vector ﬁeld σi : H→Hon the space H. Denoting the forward rate curve










dt + σ(rt,x)dWt. (55)
Remark 3.2 For notational simplicity we have assumed that the r-dynamics
are time homogenous. The case when σ is of the form σ(t,r,x) can be treated
in exactly the same way. See [5].
We obviously need some regularity assumptions and these will be collected in
Assumption 3.1 below. See [5] for further technical details.
3.3.3 The Problem
Our main problem is the following.
• Suppose that we are given
– A volatility σ, specifying an interest rate model M as in (55)
– A mapping G, specifying a forward curve manifold G.
• Is G then invariant under the action of r?
3.4 The Invariance Conditions
In order to study the invariance problem from a geometrical point of view we
introduce some compact notation.













dt + σ(rt)dWt (56)
and we write this more compactly as
drt = µ0(rt)dt + σ(rt)dWt. (57)
In this way we see clearly how (57) is an SDE on H, speciﬁed by its diﬀusion
vector ﬁelds σ1,...,σ m and drift vector ﬁeld µ0, where µ0 is given by the bracket
term in (56). To get some intuition we now formally “divide by dt” and obtain
dr
dt
= µ0(rt)+σ(rt) ˙ Wt, (58)
where the formal time derivative ˙ Wt is interpreted as an “input signal” chosen





The intuitive idea is now that G is invariant under (57) if and only if G is invariant
under (59) for all choices of the input signal u. It is furthermore geometrically
obvious that this happens if and only if the velocity vector µ(r)+σ(r)u is
tangential to G for all points r ∈Gand all choices of u ∈ Rm. Since the tangent
space of G at a point G(z) is given by Im[G0
z(z)], where G0
z denotes the Frechet











where the last inclusion is interpreted component wise for σ.
This “result” is, however, not correct due to the fact that the argument above
neglects the diﬀerence between ordinary calculus, which is used for (59), and
Itˆ o calculus, which governs (57). In order to bridge this gap we have to rewrite
the analysis in terms of Stratonovich integrals instead of Itˆ o integrals.
Deﬁnition 3.5 For given semimartingales X and Y , the Stratonovich inte-
gral of X with respect to Y ,
R t
0 X(s) ◦ dY(s), is deﬁned as
Z t
0







21The ﬁrst term on the RHS is the Itˆ o integral. In the present case, with only
Wiener processes as driving noise, we can deﬁne the ‘quadratic variation process’
hX,Yi in (60) by
dhX,Y it = dXtdYt, (61)
with the usual ‘multiplication rules’ dW · dt = dt · dt =0 , dW · dW = dt.W e
now recall the main result and raison d’ˆ etre for the Stratonovich integral.








◦ dYt . (62)
Thus, in the Stratonovich calculus, the Itˆ o formula takes the form of the stan-
dard chain rule of ordinary calculus.












+ σ(rt) ◦ dWt.
In order to compute the Stratonovich correction term above we use the inﬁnite




r denotes the Frechet derivative of σ w.r.t. the inﬁnite dimensional r-
variable. From this we immediately obtain
dhσ(rt),W ti = σ0
r(rt)σ(rt)dt. (65)
Remark 3.3 If the Wiener process W is multidimensional, then σ is a vector





















+ σ(rt) ◦ dWt
We now write (66) as















For all these arguments to make sense, we need some formal regularity assump-
tions.
Assumption 3.1 We assume the following .
• For each i =1 ,...,mthe volatility vector ﬁeld σi : H→His smooth.
• The mapping





is a smooth map from H to H.
• The mapping z 7−→ G(z) is a smooth embedding, so in particular the
Frechet derivative G0
z(z) is injective for all z ∈Z.
Given the heuristics above, our main result is not surprising. The formal proof,
which is somewhat technical, is left out. See [5].
Theorem 3.1 (Invariance Theorem) Under Assumption 3.1, the forward curve








r (r)σ (r) ∈ Im[G0
z(z)] , (69)
σ (r) ∈ Im[G0
z(z)] , (70)




x denote the Frechet derivative of G with respect to z and x,
respectively. The condition (70) is interpreted component wise for σ. Condition
(69) is called the consistent drift condition, and (70) is called the consistent
volatility condition.
Remark 3.4 It is easily seen that if the family G is invariant under shifts in











r (r)σ (r) ∈ Im[G0
z(z)],
with r = G(z) as usual.
233.5 Examples
The results above are extremely easy to apply in concrete situations. As a test
case we consider the Nelson–Siegel (see [34]) family of forward rate curves. We
analyze the consistency of this family with the Ho-Lee and Hull-White interest
rate models. It should be emphasized that these examples are chosen only in
order to illustrate the general methodology. For more examples and details, see
[5].
3.5.1 The Nelson-Siegel Family
The Nelson–Siegel (henceforth NS) forward curve manifold G is parameterized








1,e −z4x,x e −z4x, −(z2 + z3x)xe−z4x￿
, (72)
G0
x(z,x)=( z3 − z2z4 − z3z4x)e−z4x . (73)
In order for the image of this map to be included in Hγ, we need to impose
the condition z4 > −γ/2. In this case, the natural parameter space is thus
Z =
￿
z ∈ R4 : z4 6=0 ,z 4 > −γ/2
￿
. However, as we shall see below, the results
are uniform w.r.t. γ. Note that the mapping G indeed is smooth, and for z4 6=0 ,
G and G0
z are also injective.
In the degenerate case z4 = 0, we have
G(z,x)=z1 + z2 + z3x, (74)
We return to this case below.
3.5.2 The Hull-White and Ho-Lee Models
As our test case, we analyze the Hull and White (henceforth HW) extension of
the Vasiˇ cek model. On short rate form the model is given by
dR(t)={Φ(t) − aR(t)}dt + σdW(t), (75)
where a, σ>0. As is well known, the corresponding forward rate formulation
is
drt(x)=β(t,x)dt + σe−axdWt. (76)












24To investigate whether the NS manifold is invariant under HW dynamics, we
start with (78) and ﬁx a z-vector. We then look for constants (possibly depending
on z) A ,B ,C ,and D, such that for all x ≥ 0 we have
σe−ax = A + Be−z4x + Cxe−z4x − D(z2 + z3x)xe−z4x. (79)
This is possible if and only if z4 = a, and since (78) must hold for all choices
of z ∈Zwe immediately see that HW is inconsistent with the full NS manifold
(see also the Notes below).
Proposition 3.3 (Nelson-Siegel and Hull-White) The Hull-White model
is inconsistent with the NS family.
We have thus obtained a negative result for the HW model. The NS manifold is
‘too small’ for HW, in the sense that if the initial forward rate curve is on the
manifold, then the HW dynamics will force the term structure oﬀ the manifold
within an arbitrarily short period of time. For more positive results see [5].
Remark 3.5 It is an easy exercise to see that the minimal manifold which is
consistent with HW is given by
G(z,x)=z1e−ax + z2e−2ax.
In the same way, one may easily test the consistency between NS and the model
obtained by setting a = 0 in (75). This is the continuous time limit of the Ho and
Lee model [27], and is henceforth referred to as HL. Since we have a pedagogical
point to make, we give the results on consistency, which are as follows.
Proposition 3.4 (Nelson-Siegel and Ho-Lee)
(a) The full NS family is inconsistent with the Ho-Lee model.
(b) The degenerate family G(z,x)=z1 +z3x is in fact consistent with Ho-Lee.
Remark 3.6 We see that the minimal invariant manifold provides information
about the model. From the result above, the HL model is closely tied to the class
of aﬃne forward rate curves. Such curves are unrealistic from an economic point
of view, implying that the HL model is overly simplistic.
3.6 The Filipovic State Space Approach to Consistency
As we very easily detected above, neither the HW nor the HL model is consistent
with the Nelson-Siegel family of forward rate curves. A much more diﬃcult
problem is to determine whether any interest rate model is. This is Problem II
25in Section 3.1 for the NS family, and in a very general setting, inverse consistency
problems like this has been studied in great detail by Filipovic in [19], [20], and
[21]. In this section we will give an introduction to the Filipovic state space
approach to the (inverse) consistency problem, and we will also study a small
laboratory example.
The study will be done within the framework of a factor model.
Deﬁnition 3.6 A factor model for the forward rate process r consists of the
following objects and relations.
• A d-dimensional factor or state process Z with Q-dynamics of the form
dZt = a(Zt)dt + b(Zt)dWt, (80)
where W is an m-dimensional Wiener process. We denote by ai the i : th
component of the column vector a, and by bi the i : th row of the matrix
b.
• A smooth output mapping
G : Rd →H .
For each z ∈ Rd, G(z) is thus a real valued C∞ function and it’s value at
the point x ∈ R is denoted by G(z,x).
• The forward rate process is then deﬁned by
rt = G(Zt), (81)
or on component form
rt(x)=G(Zt,x). (82)
Since we have given the Z dynamics under the martingale measure Q,i ti s
obvious that there has to be some consistency requirements on the relations
between a, b and G in order for r in (81) to be a speciﬁcation of the forward
rate process under Q. The obvious way of deriving the consistency requirements
is to compute the r dynamics from (80)-(81) and then to compare the result
with the general form of the forward rate equation in (4). For ease of notation

































26where ? denotes transpose. Going back to the forward rate equation (4) we can





We now insert this into the drift part of (4). We then use (81) to deduce that
Frt = Gx(Zt) and also insert this expression into the drift part of (4). Compar-
ing the resulting equation with (84) gives us the required consistency conditions.
Proposition 3.5 (Filipovic) Under a martingale measure Q, the following




















We can view the consistency equation (86) in three diﬀerent ways.
• We can check consistency for a given speciﬁcation of G, a,b.
• We can specify a and b. Then (86) is a PDE for the determination of a
consistent output function G.
• We can specify G, i.e. we can specify a ﬁnite dimensional manifold of
forward rate curves, and then use (86) to investigate whether there exist
an underlying consistent state vector process Z, and if so, to ﬁnd a and b.
This inverse problem is precisely Problem II in Section 3.1.
We will focus on the last inverse problem above, and to see how the consistency
equation can be used, we now go on to study to two simple laboratory examples.
Example 3.1 In this example we consider the 2-dimensional manifold of linear
forward rate curves, i.e. the output function G deﬁned by
G(z,x)=z1 + z2x. (87)
This is not a very natural example from a ﬁnance point of view, but it is a
good illustration of technique. The question we ask is whether there exist some
forward rate model consistent with the class of linear forward rate curves and
if so what the factor dynamics look like. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to
the case of a scalar driving Wiener process, but the reader is invited to analyze
the (perhaps more natural) case with a two-dimensional W.
27We thus model the factor dynamics as
dZ1,t = a1(Zt)dt + b1(Zt)dWt, (88)
dZ2,t = a1(Zt)dt + b2(Zt)dWt. (89)
In this case we have
Gx(z,x)=z2,G 1(z,x)=1 ,G 2(z,x)=x,




















x3 = a1(z)+a2(z)x (90)
Identifying coeﬃcients we see directly that b2 = 0 so the equation reduces to
z2 + b2
1(z)x = a1(z)+a2(z)x (91)
which gives us the relations a1 = z2 and a2 = b2
1. Thus we see that for this
choice of G there does indeed exist a class of consistent factor models, with
factor dynamics given by
dZ1,t = Z2,tdt + b1(Zt)dWt (92)
dZ2,t = b2
1(Zt)dt. (93)
Here b1 can be chosen completely freely (subject only to regularity conditions).
Choosing b1(z) = 1, we see that the factor Z2 is essentially running time, and
the model is then in fact a special case of the Ho-Lee model.
Example 3.2 We now go on to study the more complicated two-dimensional
manifold of exponential forward rate curves, given by the output function
G(z,x)=z1ez2x. (94)
This is a simpliﬁed version of the Nelson-Siegel manifold, so it will give us some
insight into the consistency problem for the NS case. In this case we will assume
two independent driving Wiener processes W 1, and W 2, and we will assume
factor dynamics of the form
dZ1,t = a1(Zt)dt + b11(Zt)dW 1
t , (95)
dZ2,t = a2(Zt)dt + b22(Zt)dW
2
t . (96)
28Note that the factors are being driven by independent Wiener processes. The
reader is invited to study the general case when both W 1 and W 2 enters into
both equations. In our case we have
b1(z)=[ b11(z),0], (97)
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From the linear independence of the quasi-exponential functions, we immedi-
ately obtain
b11(z)=0 ,b 22(z)=0 ,
a2(z)=0 ,a 1(z)=z1z2.
The only consistent Z-dynamics are thus given by
dZ1,t = z2,tZ1,t,dt (106)
dZ2,t =0 , (107)
29which implies that Z2 is constant and that
Z1,t = Z1,0e
Z2t.
We thus see that, apart from allowing randomness in the initial values, both
Z1 and Z2 evolve along deterministic paths, where in fact Z2 stays constant
whereas Z1 grows exponentially at the rate Z2. In other words, there exists no
non-trivial factor model which is consistent with the class of exponential forward
rate curves.
As we have seen, the calculations quickly becomes rather messy, and it is thus a
formidable task to ﬁnd the set of consistent factor models for a more complicated
manifold like, say, the Nelson-Siegel family of forward rate curves. Since the NS
family is four-dimensional we would need a four dimensional factor model with
four independent Wiener processes (all of which would be driving each of the
four equations).
In [19] the case of the NS family was indeed studied, and it was proved that
no nontrivial Wiener driven model is consistent with NS. Thus, for a
model to be consistent with Nelson-Siegel, it must be deterministic (apart from
randomness in the initial conditions). In [20] (which is a technical tour de force)
this result was then extended to a much larger exponential polynomial family
than the NS family.
3.7 Notes
The section is largely based on [5] and [19]. In our presentation we have used
strong solutions of the inﬁnite dimensional forward rate SDE. This is of course
restrictive. The invariance problem for weak solutions has been studied by Fil-
ipovic in [22] and [21]. An alternative way of studying invariance is by using some
version of the Stroock–Varadhan support theorem, and this line of thought is
carried out in depth in [38].
4 The General FDR Problem
We now turn to Problem 2 in Section 1.3, i.e. the problem when a given forward
rate model has a ﬁnite dimensional factor realization. For ease of exposition we
mostly conﬁne ourselves to time invariant forward rate dynamics. Time varying
systems can be treated similarly (see [9]). We will use some ideas and concepts
from diﬀerential geometry, and a general reference here is [37]. The section is
based on [9].
304.1 Setup
We consider a given volatility structure σ : H→H m and study the induced
forward rate model (on Stratonovich form)
drt = µ(rt)dt + σ(rt) ◦ dWt (108)









Throughout the rest of the section, Assumption 3.1 is in force.
4.2 The Geometric problem
Given a speciﬁcation of the volatility mapping σ, and an initial forward rate
curve ro we now investigate when (and how) the corresponding forward rate
process possesses a ﬁnite, dimensional realization. We are thus looking for smooth
d-dimensional vector ﬁelds a and b, an initial point z0 ∈ Rd, and a mapping
G : Rd →Hsuch that r, locally in time, has the representation
dZt = a(Zt)dt + b(Zt)dWt,Z 0 = z0 (110)
rt(x)=G(Zt,x). (111)
Remark 4.1 Let us clarify some points. Firstly, note that in principle it may
well happen that, given a speciﬁcation of σ, the r-model has a ﬁnite dimensional
realization given a particular initial forward rate curve ro, while being inﬁnite
dimensional for all other initial forward rate curves in a neighborhood of ro.
We say that such a model is a non-generic or accidental ﬁnite dimensional
model. If, on the other hand, r has a ﬁnite dimensional realization for all initial
points in a neighborhood of ro, then we say that the model is a generically
ﬁnite dimensional model. In this text we are solely concerned with the generic
problem. Secondly, let us emphasize that we are looking for local (in time)
realizations.
We can now connect the realization problem to our studies of invariant mani-
folds.
Proposition 4.1 The forward rate process possesses a ﬁnite dimensional real-
ization if and only if there exists an invariant ﬁnite dimensional submanifold G
with ro ∈G .
Proof. See [5] for the full proof. The intuitive argument runs as follows. Suppose
that there exists a ﬁnite dimensional invariant manifold G with ro ∈G . Then
31G has a local coordinate system, and we may deﬁne the Z process as the local
coordinate process for the r-process. On the other hand it is clear that if r has
a ﬁnite dimensional realization as in (110)-(111), then every forward rate curve
that will be produced by the model is of the form x 7−→ G(z,x) for some choice
of z. Thus there exists a ﬁnite dimensional invariant submanifold G containing
the initial forward rate curve ro, namely G = ImG.
Using Theorem 3.1 we immediately obtain the following geometric characteri-
zation of the existence of a ﬁnite realization.
Corollary 4.1 The forward rate process possesses a ﬁnite dimensional realiza-
tion if and only if there exists a ﬁnite dimensional manifold G containing ro,
such that, for each r ∈Gthe following conditions hold.
µ(r) ∈ TG(r),
σ(r) ∈ TG(r).
Here TG(r) denotes the tangent space to G at the point r, and the vector ﬁelds
µ and σ are as above. The tangency condition for σ is as usual interpreted
component wise.
4.3 The Main Result
Given the volatility vector ﬁelds σ1,...,σ m, and hence also the ﬁeld µ, we now
are faced with the problem of determining if there exists a ﬁnite dimensional
manifold G with the property that µ and σ1,...,σ m are tangential to G at each
point of G. In the case when the underlying space is ﬁnite dimensional, this is a
standard problem in diﬀerential geometry, and we will now give the heuristics.
To get some intuition we start with a simpler problem and therefore consider the
space H (or any other Hilbert space), and a smooth vector ﬁeld f on the space.
For each ﬁxed point ro ∈Hwe now ask if there exists a ﬁnite dimensional
manifold G with ro ∈Gsuch that f is tangential to G at every point. The
answer to this question is yes, and the manifold can in fact be chosen to be










We have thus deﬁned a group of operators
￿
eft : t ∈ R
￿
, and we note that the
set
￿
eftro : t ∈ R
￿
⊆His nothing else than the integral curve of the vector ﬁeld
32f, passing through ro. If we deﬁne G as this integral curve, then our problem is
solved, since f will be tangential to G by construction.
Let us now take two vector ﬁelds f1 and f2 as given, where the reader informally
can think of f1 as σ (in the case of a scalar Wiener process) and f2 as µ. We also
ﬁx an initial point ro ∈Hand the question is if there exists a ﬁnite dimensional
manifold G, containing ro, with the property that f1 and f2 are both tangential
to G at each point of G. We call such a manifold an tangential manifold
for the vector ﬁelds. At a ﬁrst glance it would seem that there always exists
an tangential manifold, and that it can even be chosen to be two-dimensional.
The geometric idea is that we start at ro and let f1 generate the integral curve ￿
ef1sro : s ≥ 0
￿
. For each point ef1sro on this curve we now let f2 generate the
integral curve starting at that point. This gives us the object ef2tef1sro and
thus it seems that we sweep out a two dimensional surface G in H. This is our
obvious candidate for an tangential manifold.
In the general case this idea will, however, not work, and the basic problem is as
follows. In the construction above we started with the integral curve generated
by f1 and then applied f2, and there is of course no guarantee that we will
obtain the same surface if we start with f2 and then apply f1. We thus have
some sort of commutativity problem, and the key concept is the Lie bracket.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Given smooth vector ﬁelds f and g on H, the Lie bracket [f,g]
is a new vector ﬁeld deﬁned by
[f,g](r)=f0(r)g(r) − g0(r)f(r) (114)
The Lie bracket measures the lack of commutativity on the inﬁnitesimal scale
in our geometric program above, and for the procedure to work we need a
condition which says that the lack of commutativity is “small”. It turns out
that the relevant condition is that the Lie bracket should be in the linear hull
of the vector ﬁelds.
Deﬁnition 4.2 Let f1,...,f n be smooth independent vector ﬁelds on some space
X. Such a system is called a distribution, and the distribution is said to be
involutive if
[fi,f j](x) ∈ span{f1(x),...,f n(x)}, ∀i,j,
where the span is the linear hull over the real numbers.
We now have the following basic result, which extends a classic result from ﬁnite
dimensional diﬀerential geometry (see [37]).
Theorem 4.1 (Frobenius) Let f1,...,f k and be independent smooth vector
ﬁelds in H and consider a ﬁxed point ro ∈H . Then the following statements are
equivalent.
33• For each point r in a neighborhood of ro, there exists a k-dimensional
tangential manifold passing through r.
• The system f1,...,f k of vector ﬁelds is involutive.
Proof. See [9], which provides a self contained proof of the Frobenius Theorem
in Banach space.
Let us now go back to our interest rate model. We are thus given the vector ﬁelds
µ, σ, and an initial point ro, and the problem is whether there exists a ﬁnite
dimensional tangential manifold containing ro. Using the inﬁnite dimensional
Frobenius theorem, this situation is now easily analyzed. Suppose for simplicity
that m = 1 i.e. that we only have one scalar driving Wiener process. Now;
if {µ,σ} is involutive then there exists a two dimensional tangential manifold.
If {µ,σ} is not involutive, this means that the Lie bracket [µ,σ] is not in the
linear span of µ and σ, so then we consider the system {µ,σ,[µ,σ]}. If this
system is involutive there exists a three dimensional tangential manifold. If it
is not involutive at least one of the brackets [µ,[µ,σ]], [σ,[µ,σ]] is not in the
span of {µ,σ,[µ,σ]}, and we then adjoin this (these) bracket(s). We continue in
this way, forming brackets of brackets, and adjoining these to the linear hull of
the previously obtained vector ﬁelds, until the point when the system of vector
ﬁelds thus obtained actually is closed under the Lie bracket operation.
Deﬁnition 4.3 Take the vector ﬁelds f1,...,f k as given. The Lie algebra
generated by f1,...,f k is the smallest linear space (over R) of vector ﬁelds
which contains f1,...,f k and is closed under the Lie bracket. This Lie algebra
is denoted by
L = {f1,...,f k}LA
The dimension of L is deﬁned, for each point r ∈Has
dim[L(r)] = dim span{f1(r),...,f k(r)}.
Putting all these results together, we can now state the main result on ﬁnite
dimensional realizations. As can be seen from the arguments above, the fact
that we have been studying the particular case of the forward rate equation is
not at all essential: all results will continue to hold for any SDE with smooth
drift and diﬀusion vector ﬁelds, evolving on a Hilbert space. We therefore state
the main realization theorem for an arbitrary SDE in Hilbert space.
Theorem 4.2 (Main Result) Consider the following Stratonovich SDE, evolv-
ing in a given Hilbert space H.
dr = µ(rt)dt + σ(rt) ◦ dWt. (115)
34We assume that the drift and diﬀusion terms µ and σ are smooth vector ﬁelds
on H.
Then the SDE (115) generically admits a ﬁnite dimensional realization if and
only if
dim{µ,σ1,...,σ m}LA < ∞
in a neighborhood of ro.
The result above thus provides a general solution to Problem 2 from Section
1.3. For any given speciﬁcation of forward rate volatilities, the Lie algebra can
in principle be computed, and the dimension can be checked. Note, however,
that the theorem is a pure existence result. If, for example, the Lie algebra has
dimension ﬁve, then we know that there exists a ﬁve-dimensional realization,
but the theorem does not directly tell us how to construct a concrete realization.
This is the subject of Section 5 below. Note also that realizations are not unique,
since any diﬀeomorphic mapping of the factor space Rd onto itself will give a
new equivalent realization.
When computing the Lie algebra generated by µ and σ, the following observa-
tions are often useful.
Lemma 4.1 Take the vector ﬁelds f1,...,f k as given. The Lie algebra L =
{f1,...,f k}LA remains unchanged under the following operations.
• The vector ﬁeld fi(r) may be replaced by α(r)fi(r), where α is any smooth
nonzero scalar ﬁeld.





where αj is any smooth scalar ﬁeld.
Proof. The ﬁrst point is geometrically obvious, since multiplication by a scalar
ﬁeld will only change the length of the vector ﬁeld fi, and not its direction, and
thus not the tangential manifold. Formally it follows from the “Leibnitz rule”
[f,αg]=α[f,g] − (α0f)g. The second point follows from the bilinear property
of the Lie bracket together with the fact that [f,f]=0 .
4.4 Constructing the invariant manifold
As we have seen above, there exists generically an FDR for (115) if and only if
there exists, for any initial point near ro an invariant manifold containing the
35initial point, and this manifold will also be a tangential manifold for all vector
ﬁelds in the Lie algebra {µ,σ}LA. In this section we provide a concrete parame-
terization of this invariant manifold. This result will be used in connection with
the construction problem treated in Section 5.
Proposition 4.2 Consider the SDE (115), and assume that the Lie algebra
L = {µ,σ}LA is ﬁnite dimensional near ro. Assume furthermore that we have
chosen an involutive system of independent vector ﬁelds f1,...,f n such that
L = span{f1,...,f n}. Now choose an initial point r0 ∈Hnear ro. Denote the
induced invariant (and thus tangential) manifold through r0,b yG. Deﬁne the




Then G is a local parameterization of G. Furthermore, the inverse of G restricted
to V is a local coordinate system for G at r0.
Proof. It follows directly from the deﬁnition of an tangential manifold that
G(z) ∈Gfor all z near 0 in Rn. Furthermore it is easy to see that G0(0)h = Pn
i=1 hifi(x0) and , since f1,...,f n are independent, G0(0) is injective. The
inverse function theorem does the rest.
With this machinery we can also very easily solve a related question. Consider
a ﬁxed interest rate model, speciﬁed by the volatility σ and also a ﬁxed family
of forward rate curves parameterized by the mapping G0 : Rk →H . Now, if
G0 = Im[G0] is invariant, then the interest rate model will, given any initial
point ro in G0, only produce forward rate curves belonging to G0 or, in the
terminology of Section 3, the given model and the family G0 are consistent.
If the family is not consistent, then an initial forward rate curve in G0 may
produce future forward rate curves outside G0, and the question arises how to
construct the smallest possible family of forward rate curves which contains the
initial family G0, and is consistent (i.e. invariant) w.r.t the interest rate model.
As a concrete example, one may want to ﬁnd the minimal extension of the
Nelson-Siegel family of forward rate curves (see [34], [5]) which is consistent
with the Hull-White (extended Vasiˇ cek) model. In particular one would like to
know under what conditions this minimal extension of G0 is ﬁnite dimensional.
In geometrical terms we thus want to construct the minimal manifold containing
G0, which is tangential w.r.t. the vector ﬁelds µ,σ1,...,σ m. The solution is
obvious: For very point on G0 we construct the minimal tangential manifold
through that point, and then we deﬁne the extension G as the union of all these
ﬁbers. Thus we have the following result, the proof of which is obvious. Concrete
applications will be given below.
36Proposition 4.3 Consider a ﬁxed volatility mapping σ, and let G0 be a k-
dimensional submanifold parameterized by G0 : Rk →H . Then G0 can be ex-
tended to a ﬁnite dimensional invariant submanifold G, if and only if
dim{µ,σ1,...,σ m}LA < ∞.
Moreover, if G0 is transversal to {µ,σ}LA and if the Lie algebra is spanned by the
independent vector ﬁelds f1,...,f d, then dim G = k+d and a parameterization
of G is given by the map G : Rk+d →H , deﬁned by
G(z1,...,z k,y 1,...,y d)=efdyd ...e f1y1G0(z1,...,z k). (116)
Remark 4.2 The term “transversal” above means that no vector in the Lie
algebra L(µ,σ) is contained the tangent space of G0 at any point of G0. This
prohibits an integral curve of L to be contained in G0, which otherwise would
lead to an extension with lower dimension than d + k. In such a case the para-
meterization above would amount to an over parameterization in the sense that
G would not be injective.
4.5 Applications
In this section we give some simple applications of the theory developed above.
For more examples and results, see [9].
4.5.1 Constant Volatility: Existence of FDRs
We start with the simplest case, which is when the volatility σ(r,x) does not
depend on r. In other words, σ is of the form σ(r,x)=σ(x), and σ is thus a
constant vector ﬁeld on H. We assume for brevity of notation that we have only
one driving Wiener process. Since σ is deterministic we have no Stratonovich






where as before F = ∂
∂x.
The Frechet derivatives are trivial in this case. Since F is linear (and bounded





Thus the Lie bracket [µ,σ] is given by
[µ,σ]=Fσ,
37and in the same way we have
[µ,[µ,σ]] = F
2σ.
Continuing in the same manner it is easily seen that the relevant Lie algebra L
is given by






nσ ;n =0 ,1,2,...}
and it is thus clear that L is ﬁnite dimensional (at each point r) if and only if
the function space
span{F
nσ; n =0 ,1,2,...}
is ﬁnite dimensional. This, on the other hand, occurs if and only if each com-
ponent of σ solves a linear ODE with constant coeﬃcients. This argument is
easily extended to the case of a multidimensional driving Wiener process so,
using Lemma 2.1, we can ﬁnally state the existence result for constant volatility
models.
Proposition 4.4 Assume that the volatility components σ1,...,σ m are deter-
ministic, i.e. of the form
σi(r,x)=σi(x),i =1 ,...,m.
Then there exists a ﬁnite dimensional realization if and only if the function
space
span{F
nσi; i =1 ,...,m; n =0 ,1,2,...}
is ﬁnite dimensional. This occurs if and only if each component of σ is a quasi-
exponential function.
4.5.2 Constant Volatility: Invariant Manifolds
For models with constant volatility vector ﬁelds, we now turn to the construction
of invariant manifolds, and to this end we assume that the Lie algebra above is














In order to apply Proposition 4.2 and Proposition 4.3, we have to compute the






, i.e. we have to solve H-valued ODEs. We
recall that
µ(r)=Fr + D,



















0 σ(s)ds. Thus eµt is obtained by solving
dr
dt
= Fr + D.















kS(x + t)k2 −k S(x)k2￿
.
The vector ﬁelds σ
(k)




i tr0 = r0 + σ
(k)
i t.
We thus have the following results on the parameterization of invariant mani-
folds. For a given mapping G : Rn →H , we write G(z)(x)o rG(z,x) to denote
the function G(z) ∈Hevaluated at x ∈ R+.
Proposition 4.5 The invariant manifold generated by the initial forward rate
curve r0 is parameterized as
G(z0,zk
i ; i =1 ,...,m; k =0 ,...,n i)(x)














If the k-dimensional manifold G0 is transversal to L{µ,σ} and parameterized
by G0(y1,...,y k), then the minimal consistent (i.e. invariant) extension is pa-
rameterized as
G(y1,...,y k,z 0,zk
i ; i =1 ,...,m; k =0 ,...,n i)(x)














39Note that if G0 is invariant under shift in the x-variable (this is in fact the
typical case), then a simpler parameterization of G is given by
G(y1,...,y k,z 0,zk















As a concrete application let us consider the simple case when m = 1 and
σ(x)=σe−ax,
where, with a slight abuse of notation, a and σ denote positive constants. As
is well known, this is the HJM formulation of the Hull-White extension of the







The relevant function space
{Fnσ; n ≥ 0} =
￿
∂n
∂xne−ax; n ≥ 0
￿
is obviously one-dimensional and spanned by the single function e−ax, so the
Lie algebra is two-dimensional.
As the given manifold G0 we take the Nelson-Siegel ([34]) family of forward rate
curves, parameterized as
G0(y1,...,y 4)(x)=y1 + y2e−y4x + y3xe−y4x.
This family is obviously invariant under shift in x, so we have the following
result.
Proposition 4.6 For a given initial forward rate curve r0, the invariant man-










The minimal extension of the NS family consistent with the Hull-White extended
Vasiˇ cek model is parameterized by












404.5.3 Constant Direction Volatility
We go on to study the most natural extension of the deterministic volatility case
namely the case when the volatility is of the form
σ(r,x)=ϕ(r)λ(x). (117)
We restrict ourselves to the case of a scalar Wiener process. In this case the
individual vector ﬁeld σ has the constant direction λ ∈H , but is of varying
length, determined by ϕ, where ϕ is allowed to be any smooth functional of the
entire forward rate curve. In order to avoid trivialities we make the following
assumption.
Assumption 4.1 We assume that ϕ(r) 6=0for all r ∈H .







where ϕ0(r)[λ] denotes the Frechet derivative ϕ0(r) acting on the vector λ, and





We now want to know under what conditions on ϕ and λ we have a ﬁnite








is ﬁnite dimensional. Under Assumption 4.1 we can use Lemma 4.1, to see that
the Lie algebra is in fact generated by the simpler system of vector ﬁelds
f0(r)=Fr +Φ ( r)D,
f1(r)=λ,
where we have used the notation
Φ(r)=ϕ2(r).
Since the ﬁeld f1 is constant, it has zero Frechet derivative. Thus the ﬁrst Lie
bracket is easily computed as
[f0,f 1](r)=Fλ +Φ
0(r)[λ]D.
The next bracket to compute is [[f0,f 1],f 1] which is given by
[[f0,f 1],f 1]=Φ 00(r)[λ;λ]D.
41Note that Φ00(r)[λ;λ] is the second order Frechet derivative of Φ operating on
the vector pair [λ;λ]. This pair is to be distinguished from (notice the semicolon)
the Lie bracket [λ,λ] (with a comma), which if course would be equal to zero.
We now make a further assumption.
Assumption 4.2 We assume that Φ00(r)[λ;λ] 6=0for all r ∈H .
Given this assumption we may again use Lemma 4.1 to see that the Lie algebra





Of these vector ﬁelds, all but f0 are constant, so all brackets are easy. After
elementary calculations we see that in fact
{µ,σ}LA = span{Fr,Fnλ, FnD; n =0 ,1,...}.
From this expression it follows immediately that a necessary condition for the Lie
algebrato be ﬁnite dimensional is that the vector space spanned by {Fnλ; n ≥ 0}
is ﬁnite dimensional. This occurs if and only if λ is quasi-exponential (see Re-
mark 2.2). If, on the other hand, λ is quasi-exponential, then we know from
Lemma 2.1, that also D is quasi-exponential, since it is the integral of the QE
function λ multiplied by the QE function λ. Thus the space {FnD; n =0 ,1,...}
is also ﬁnite dimensional, and we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.7 Under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, the interest rate model with
volatility given by σ(r,x)=ϕ(r)λ(x) has a ﬁnite dimensional realization if and
only if λ is a quasi-exponential function. The scalar ﬁeld ϕ is allowed to be any
smooth ﬁeld.
4.5.4 When is the Short Rate a Markov Process?
One of the classical problems concerning the HJM approach to interest rate
modeling is that of determining when a given forward rate model is realized
by a short rate model, i.e. when the short rate is Markovian. We now brieﬂy
indicate how the theory developed above can be used in order to analyze this
question. For the full theory see [9].
Using the results above, we immediately have the following general necessary
condition.
Proposition 4.8 The forward rate model generated by σ is a generic short rate
model, i.e the short rate is generically a Markov process, only if
dim{µ,σ}LA ≤ 2 (119)
42Proof. If the model is really a short rate model, then bond prices are given as
pt(x)=F(t,Rt,x) where F solves the term structure PDE. Thus bond prices,
and forward rates are generated by a two dimensional factor model with time t
and the short rate R as the state variables.
Remark 4.3 The most natural case is dim{µ,σ}LA = 2. It is an open prob-
lem whether there exists a non-deterministic generic short rate model with
dim{µ,σ}LA =1 .
Note that condition (119) is only a suﬃcient condition for the existence of a short
rate realization. It guarantees that there exists a two-dimensional realization,
but the question remains whether the realization can chosen in such a way
that the short rate and running time are the state variables. This question is
completely resolved by the following central result.
Theorem 4.3 Assume that the model is not deterministic, and take as given a
time invariant volatility σ(r,x). Then there exists a short rate realization if and
only if the vector ﬁelds [µ,σ] and σ are parallel, i.e. if and only if there exists a
scalar ﬁeld α(r) such that the following relation holds (locally) for all r.
[µ,σ](r)=α(r)σ(r). (120)
Proof. See [9].
It turns out that the class of generic short rate models is very small indeed. We
have, in fact, the following result, which was ﬁrst proved in [31] (using techniques
diﬀerent from those above). See [9] for a proof based on Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 4.4 Consider a HJM model with one driving Wiener process and a
volatility structure of the form
σ(r,x)=g(R,x).
where R = r(0) is the short rate. Then the model is a generic short rate model
if and only if g has one of the following forms.
• There exists a constant c such that
g(R,x) ≡ c.
• There exist constants a and c such that.
g(R,x)=ce−ax.
43• There exist constants a and b, and a function α(x), where α satisﬁes a




We immediately recognize these cases as the Ho-Lee model, the Hull-White ex-
tended Vasiˇ cek model, and the Hull-White extended Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model.
Thus, in this sense the only generic short rate models are the aﬃne ones, and the
moral of this, perhaps somewhat surprising, result is that most short rate mod-
els considered in the literature are not generic but “accidental”. To understand
the geometric picture one can think of the following program.
1. Choose an arbitrary short rate model, say of the form
dRt = a(Rt)dt + b(Rt)dWt
with a ﬁxed initial point R0.
2. Solve the associated PDE in order to compute bond prices. This will also
produce:
• An initial forward rate curve ˆ ro(x).
• Forward rate volatilities of the form g(R,x).
3. Forget about the underlying short rate model, and take the forward rate
volatility structure g(R,x) as given in the forward rate equation.
4. Initiate the forward rate equation with an arbitrary initial forward rate
curve ro(x)
The question is now whether the thus constructed forward rate model will pro-
duce a Markovian short rate process. Obviously, if you choose the initial forward
rate curve ro as ro =ˆ ro, then you are back where you started, and everything is
OK. If, however, you choose another initial forward rate curve than ˆ ro, say the
observed forward rate curve of today, then it is no longer clear that the short
rate will be Markovian. What the theorem above says, is that only the models
listed above will produce a Markovian short rate model for all initial points in
a neighborhood of ˆ ro. If you take another model (like, say, the Dothan model)
then a generic choice of the initial forward rate curve will produce a short rate
process which is not Markovian.
4.6 Notes
The section is based on [9] where full proofs and further results can be found,
and where also the time varying case is considered. In our study of the constant
direction model above, ϕ was allowed to be any smooth functional of the entire
44forward rate curve. The simpler special case when ϕ is a point evaluation of the
short rate, i.e. of the form ϕ(r)=h(r(0)) has been studied in [1], [29] and [35].
All these cases falls within our present framework and, the results are included
as special cases of the general theory above. A diﬀerent case, treated in [14], oc-
curs when σ is a ﬁnite point evaluation, i.e. when σ(t,r)=h(t,r(x1),...r(xk))
for ﬁxed benchmark maturities x1,...,x k. In [14] it is studied when the corre-
sponding ﬁnite set of benchmark forward rates is Markovian.
A classic paper on Markovian short rates is [13], where a deterministic volatility
of the form σ(t,x) is considered. Theorem 4.4 was ﬁrst stated and proved in
[31]. See [18] for an example with a driving Levy process.
The geometric ideas presented above and in [9] are intimately connected to con-
trollability problems in systems theory, where they have been used extensively
(see [30]). They have also been used in ﬁltering theory, where the problem is
to ﬁnd a ﬁnite dimensional realization of the unnormalized conditional density
process, the evolution of which is given by the Zakai equation. See [12] for an
overview of these areas.
5 Constructing Realizations
The purpose of this section is to present a systematic procedure for the con-
struction of ﬁnite dimensional realizations for any model possessing a ﬁnite
dimensional realization.
5.1 The Construction Algorithm
The method basically works as follows: From Theorem 4.2 we know that there
exists an FDR if and only if the Lie algebra {µ,σ}LA is ﬁnite dimensional. Given
a set of generators for this Lie algebra we now show how to construct an FDR by
essentially solving a ﬁnite number of ordinary diﬀerential equations in Hilbert
space. The method will work for any Hilbert space SDE of the form (115) with
smooth drift and diﬀusion vector ﬁelds, and in particular it can be applied to
the forward rate equation.
Let us assume that the Lie algebra {µ,σ}LA, is ﬁnite dimensional near the point
ro. Then a ﬁnite dimensional realization can be constructed in the following way:
• Choose an involutive system of independent vector ﬁelds f1,...,f d which
span {µ,σ}LA. Lemma 4.1 is often useful for simplifying the vector ﬁelds.
• Compute the invariant manifold G(z1,...,z d) using Proposition 4.2.
• Since G is invariant under r, we now know that rt = G(Zt) for some state
process Z. We thus make the following Ansatz for the dynamics of the
45state space variables Z
dZt = a(Zt)dt + b(Zt) ◦ dWt.
• From the Stratonovich version of the Itˆ o formula it then follows that
G?a = µ, G?b = σ. (121)
• Use the equations in (121) to solve for the vector ﬁelds a and b.
Before going on to concrete applications, let us make some remarks.
Remark 5.1
• We know that there will always exist solutions, a and b, to(121).
• It may be that the equations in (121) do not have unique solutions, but for
us it is enough to ﬁnd one solution, and any solution will do.
• Although we have to solve for the Stratonovich dynamics of the state vari-
ables, it turns out that the Itˆ o-dynamics are typically much nicer looking
(see below). This is not surprising since this is also true for the forward
rate dynamics themselves.
Again we emphasize that this method can be applied quite mechanically, the
only choice to be made is that of vector ﬁelds which span the Lie algebra
{µ,σ}LA. Generally we will want to choose these vector ﬁelds as simple as
possible and to do this we use Lemma 4.1. The reason why we want simple vec-
tor ﬁelds is that this simpliﬁes the computation of the parameterization of the
forward rate curves in the next step (recall that this requires solving H-valued
ODEs with right hand sides equal to the generating vector ﬁelds).
In the next few sections we will apply this scheme repeatedly to various volatil-




where each component of the vector σ is of the following form
σi(x)=σiλi(x),i =1 ,...,m (123)
Here, with a slight abuse of notation, σi on the right hand side denotes a con-
stant, and λi is a constant vector ﬁeld. We know from Proposition 4.4 that the
46forward rate equation generated by this volatility structure has a ﬁnite dimen-






where F denotes the operator ∂







k:s are constants. Since the Lie algebra spanned by µ and σ for this
case is given by
{µ,σ}LA = span{µ,σ,Fσ,F2σ,...},
we can choose the following generator system for the Lie algebra
{µ,σ}LA = span{µ,Fkλi; i =1 ,...,m; k =0 ,1,...,n i}.
The next step in constructing a ﬁnite dimensional realization is to compute
the invariant manifold G(z0,zi
k; i =1 ,...,m; k =0 ,1,...,n i). This means
computing the operators exp{µt} and exp{Fkλi}, i =1 ,...,m, k =0 ,...,n i.
This has been done in Proposition 4.5 and the invariant manifold generated by
the initial forward rate curve r0 is parameterized as
G(z0,z
i
k; i =1 ,...,m; k =0 ,1,...,n i)(x)




















We now proceed to the last step of the procedure, which is ﬁnding the dynamics
of the state space variables. This means solving the equations (121). We therefore
need the Frechet derivative G0 of G. Simple calculations give
G0(z0,zi











































47Since for this model the Frechet derivative with respect to r of each component
of the volatility is zero, i.e. σ0
i(r,x) = 0, we obtain the following expression for
µ.
µ(r)=Fr + D.
If we use that r = G(z) we can obtain an expression for Fr, and the equation
G?a = µ then reads
∂
∂x

















Since this equality is to hold for all x, and a is not allowed to depend on x it is
possible to identify what a must look like. If we recall that λi solves the ODE











k−1,j =1 ,...,m; k =1 ,...,n j.













where σi denotes a constant. Therefore we have that
bi
jk = σi,j = i, k =0 ,
bi
jk =0 , all other j and k.
From this we see that to each Wiener process there corresponds one state vari-
able which is driven by this, and only this, Wiener process. The dynamics for







njdt + σj ◦ dW
j
t ,j =1 ,...,m.
Since σj is a constant, the Itˆ o-dynamics will look the same, and we have thus
proved the following proposition.
Proposition 5.1 Given the initial forward rate curve r0 the forward rate sys-
tem generated by the volatilities described in equations (122) through (124) has
a ﬁnite dimensional realization given by
rt = G(Zt),
48where G was deﬁned in (125) and the dynamics of the state space variables Z
are given by

   

















k−1)dt, j =1 ,...,m; k =1 ,...,n j.
Remark 5.2 Note that the ﬁrst state space variable represents running time.
This will be the case for all realizations derived below.
5.2.1 Ho-Lee
As a special case of the deterministic volatilities studied in the previous section
consider a volatility given by
σ(x)=σ, (126)
where σ is a scalar constant, that is we have only one driving Wiener process.
In the formalism of the previous paragraph we have λ(x) ≡ 1, which satisﬁes
the trivial ODE Fλ(x) = 0. A direct application of Proposition 5.1 gives the
following result.
Proposition 5.2 Given the initial forward rate curve r0 the forward rate sys-
tem generated by the volatility of equation (126) has a ﬁnite dimensional real-
ization given by
rt = G(Zt),
where G is given by
















Another special case of deterministic volatilities is
σ(x)=σe−cx, (127)
where σ and c are scalar constants, so again there is only one driving Wiener
process. This time we have λ(x)=e−cx, which satisﬁes the ordinary diﬀerential
equation Fλ(x)=−cλ(x). Applying Proposition 5.1 once more we obtain the
following.
49Proposition 5.3 Given the initial forward rate curve r0 the forward rate sys-
tem generated by the volatility of equation (127) has a ﬁnite dimensional real-
ization given by
rt = G(Zt),
where G is given by














5.3 Deterministic direction volatility
Consider a volatility structure of the form
σ(r,x)=ϕ(r)λ(x). (128)
Here ϕ is a smooth functional of r, and λ is a constant vector ﬁeld. Note that we
are now dealing with the case with only one driving Wiener process. Depending
on whether ϕ satisﬁes a certain non-degeneracy condition or not we get two
cases. We next study these two cases separately.
5.3.1 The generic case
In the generic case ϕ satisﬁes the following assumption.
Assumption 5.1 We assume that
• ϕ(r) 6=0for all r ∈Hand for all i =1 ,...,m.
• Φ00(r)[λ;λ] 6=0for all r ∈H , where Φ(r)=ϕ2(r) and Φ00(r)[λ;λ] denotes
the second order Frechet derivative of Φ operating on [λ;λ].
Given these assumptions, Proposition 6.1 in [9] states that the system of forward
rates generated by the volatility (128) possesses a ﬁnite dimensional realization
if and only if λ is a quasi-exponential function, i.e. of the form λ(x)=ceAxb,
where c is a row vector, A is a square matrix and b is a column vector. We will
therefore assume that λ is of the form
λ(x)=p(x)eαx, (129)
where p is a polynomial of degree n and α is a scalar constant.
50It is also shown in [9] that, given Assumption 5.1, the Lie algebra generated by
µ and σ is given by






We may now note that λ, regardless of what p looks like, satisﬁes the following
ODE of order n +1
(F − α)n+1λ(x)=0 .









Partial integration reveals that D can be written as D(x)=u(x)e2αx + γλ(x),
where u is a polynomial of degree q =2 n and γ is a constant. Using Lemma 4.1













Here the sum on the right hand side equals γ. Therefore e D(x)=u(x)e2αx and
thus e D satisﬁes the following ODE of order q +1
(F − 2α)q+1 e D(x)=0 ,








(−2α)q+1−jFj e D(x). (132)
After these considerations we choose the following generator system for the Lie
algebra
{µ,σ}LA = span{Fr,Fiλ,Fj e D; i =0 ,1,...,n; j =0 ,1,...,q},
We now turn to the task of ﬁnding a parameterization of the invariant manifold
G(z0,z1
i ,z2
j; i =0 ,1,...,n; j =0 ,1,...,q), which amounts to computing the
operators exp{Frt} exp{Fiλt}, i =0 ,1,...,n and exp{Fj e Dt}, j =0 ,1,...,q.









Since the rest of the generating ﬁelds are constant, the corresponding ODEs are








respectively. The invariant manifold generated by the initial forward rate curve
r0 is thus parameterized as
G(z0,z1
i ,z2
j; i =0 ,1,...,n; j =0 ,1,...,q)(x)














To obtain the state space dynamics we solve the equations (121). The Frechet
derivative G0 of G is given by
G0(z0,z1
i ,z2


































We have the following expression for µ




where D was deﬁned in (130). Using that r = G(z), the equation G?a = µ reads
∂
∂x





























52This equality has to hold for all x, and a is not allowed to depend on x. This
allows us to identify what a must look like. Recall that λ solves the ODE deﬁned
in (131), and that e D solves the ODE in (132). Furthermore, recall that D(x)=































From G?b = σ we obtain the equation
∂
∂x










where we have used that r = G(z). This gives us
b0 =0 ,
bi
j = ϕ(G(z)),i =1 ,j=0 ,
bi
j =0 , all other i,j.
Just as for the case with deterministic volatilities we see that the Wiener process












dt + ϕ(G(Z)) ◦ dWt.
Changing to Itˆ o-dynamics for Z1
0 we have the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4 Given the initial forward rate curve r0 the forward rate sys-
tem generated by the volatility deﬁned by the equations (128) and (129) has a
ﬁnite dimensional realization given by
rt = G(Zt),
53where G was deﬁned in (133) and the dynamics of the state space variables Z
are given by

         















j−1)dt, j =1 ,...,q.
Here ci and dj are given by (134)
6 The Filipovic and Teichmann Extension
While in one sense the general FDR problem is more or less completely solved
using the Lie algebra methodology of [9] described above, we still have a major
technical problem to tackle. This has to do with the fact that in the approach
above, the framework was that of strong solutions of inﬁnite dimensional SDEs
in Hilbert space and this forced us to construct the particular Hilbert space
H of real analytic functions as the space of forward rate curves. While serving
reasonably well, it was even at an early stage clear that this particular space
was very small, and in particular it was pointed out by Filipovi´ c and Teichmann
that the space does not include the forward rate curves generated by the Cox-
Ingersoll-Ross model (see [15]). It was therefore necessary to extend the theory
to a larger space but such an extension is far from to trivial to carry out, the
problem being that on a larger Hilbert space you will loose the smoothness
of the diﬀerential operator ∂/∂x appearing in the drift term of the forward
rate equation. This problem was overcome with great elegance by Filipovi´ c and
Teichmann who, partly building on the geometric and analytic results from [22],
in [23] managed to extend the Lie algebraic FDR theory to a much larger space
of forward rate curves than the space H considered in [9]. In doing so, Filipovi´ c
and Teichmann ﬁrst extend the space of [9] to a much larger Hilbert space. On
the new space, however, the operator ∂/∂x becomes unbounded so they then
change the topology on the space, thus making it into a Frechet space where
the operator in fact is bounded. This approach, however, leads to new problems,
since on a Frechet space there is no easy way of introducing diﬀerential calculus–
in fact there is even no obvious way of deﬁning the concept of smoothness which
is necessary in order to have a Frobenius theorem. In order to overcome this
problem, Filipovi´ c and Teichmann used the framework of so called “convenient
spaces” developed some ten years ago (see [23] for references) in order to carry
out analysis on the enlarged space. The main result of all this is that the Lie
algebra conditions obtained by Bj¨ ork and Svensson are shown to still hold in
this more general setting. At this point it is worth mentioning that the technical
54price one has to pay for going into the deep parts of the theory of convenient
analysis is quite high. It is therefore fortunate that the Lie algebraic machinery
of [23] can be used without going into these (sometimes very hard) technical
details. In fact, one of the main result of [23] can be formulated in the following
pedestrian terms for the working mathematician: “When you are searching for
FDRs for equations of HJM type, you can compute the relevant Lie algebra
without worrying about the space, since Filipovi´ c and Teichmann will always
provide you with a convenient space to work in”. In [23] and in the follow
up papers [24] and [25] the extended Lie algebra theory in [23] is used in to
analyze a number of concrete problems concerning the forward rate equation:
In particular, Filipovi´ c and Teichmann prove the remarkable result that any
forward rate model admitting an FDR must necessarily have an aﬃne term
structure.
7 Stochastic Volatility Models
We now extend the theory developed above to include stochastic volatility mod-
els. More precisely we will study HJM models of the forward rates in which the
volatility, apart from being dependent on the present forward rate curve, also
is allowed to be modulated by a k dimensional hidden Markov process y. The
model is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 7.1 The Itˆ o formulation of the stochastic volatility model (hence-
forth SVM) is deﬁned as the process pair (r,y), where the Q-dynamics of r and







dt + σ(rt,y t,x)dWt (135)
dyt = a0(yt)dt + b(yt)dWt, (136)






and ? denotes transpose.
In this speciﬁcation we consider the following objects as given a priori:
• The volatility structure σ for the forward rates, i.e. a deterministic map-
ping
σ : H×R
k × R+ → R
m.
• The drift vector ﬁeld a0 for y, i.e. a deterministic mapping
a0 : Rk → Rk.
55(The superscript on a0 will be explained below)
• The volatility vector ﬁeld b for y, i.e. a deterministic mapping
b : Rk → M(k,m).
where M(k,m) denotes the set of k × m matrices.
We view σ as a row vector
σ(r,y,x)=[ σ1(r,y,x),...,σ m(r,y,x)],


















b11(y) b12(y) ··· b1m(y)











We note in particular that the forward rate volatility σ is allowed to be an
arbitrary functional of the entire forward rate curve r, as well as a function
of the k-dimensional variable y. We may also view each component of σ as a
mapping from H×Rk to a space of functions (parameterized by x), and we
will in fact assume that each σi, viewed in this way, is a smooth mapping with
values in H, i.e.
σi : H×R
k →H .
We make the following regularity assumptions.
Assumption 7.1 From now on we assume that:
• The mappings σi : H×Rk →Hare smooth for i =1 ,...,m.
• The mapping Hσ : H×Rk →H , deﬁned by (137) is smooth.
• The mappings a0 and b are smooth on Rk.
In the forward rate dynamics (135) we recognize the drift term in the r-dynamics
above as the HJM drift condition, transferred into the Musiela parameterization.
Note the particular structure of the equations (135)-(136): The y-process is
feeding the drift and diﬀusion terms of the r-dynamics, but the r-process does
not appear in the y-dynamics. Thus the y process is a Markov process in its own
right, but this is not the case for the r-process. The extended process ˆ r =( r,y)
is, however, Markovian.
In many applications it is natural to study, not only the full SVM above but
also a restricted model, where we forget about the dynamics of y and consider
y as a constant parameter. In this way we obtain a parameterized model, and
the formal deﬁnition is as follows.
56Deﬁnition 7.2 Consider the SVM deﬁned by (135)-(136) above. For any ﬁxed

















Note that in the parameterized model, the forward rate process ry itself is
Markovian, whereas this is not the case in the full stochastic volatility model.
For ease of reading we will sometimes drop the superscript y.
7.1 Problem formulation
The basic problem to be discussed is under what conditions the, inherently in-
ﬁnite dimensional, SVM deﬁned above by (135)-(136), with given initial condi-
tions r0 = r0,y 0 = y0, admits a generic ﬁnite dimensional Markovian realization
in the sense of Section 4. More precisely we thus want to investigate under what
conditions the extended process ˆ rt =( rt,y t) possesses a local representation of
the form
ˆ rt = ˆ G(Zt),Q − a.s. (139)
where, for some d, Z satisﬁes a d-dimensional SDE of the form
￿
dZt = A0(Zt)dt + B(Zt)dWt,
Z0 = z0. (140)
and where ˆ G is a smooth map G : Rd →H×Rk. The drift and diﬀusion terms
A0 and B are assumed to be smooth and of suitable dimensions.
In a realization of this kind, the objects ˆ G, A0, B and z0 will typically depend
upon the choice of starting point (r0,y0). We recall that the term “generic”
above means that we demand that there exists a realization, not only for the
given initial point (r0,y0), but in fact for all initial points (r0,y 0) in a neighbor-
hood of (r0,y0). When we speak of realizations in the sequel we always intend
this to mean generic realizations.
Note that the state process Z above is driven by the same Wiener process as
the ˆ r system, and that the realization above is assumed to hold almost surely
and trajectory wise.
We may now formulate some natural problems: Main problems:
• Find necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence of an FDR for a
given stochastic volatility model.
• Assuming the existence of an FDR has been guaranteed, how do you
construct it?
57• How is the existence of an FDR for the full stochastic volatility model
related to the existence of an FDR for the induced parameterized model?
More precisely: is the existence of an FDR for the parameterized model
necessary and/or suﬃcient for the existence of an FDR for the full model?
7.2 Test examples: I.
To illustrate technique, we now present four simple recurrent test examples. In
all cases we assume a scalar driving Wiener process W r for the forward rates,
a scalar y process and a scalar driving Wiener process W y for the y process.
Furthermore we assume that W r and W y are independent. To motivate our
choice of examples we recall (see [2]) the following well known (non stochastic)
HJM volatilities for the forward rates.
I. Hull-White extended Vasiˇ cek:
σ(r,x)=σe−ax. (141)
Here a and the right hand side occurrence of σ are real constants. This
HJM model has a short rate realization of the form.
dRt = {Φ(t) − aRt}dt + σdWt, (142)
where the deterministic function Φ depends on the initial term structure
(see [2]). The parameters σ and a are the same as in (141).
II. Hull-White extended Cox-Ingersoll-Ross:
σ(r,x)=σ
p
r(0) · λ(x,σ,a), (143)
Here a and the right hand side occurrence of σ are real constants, whereas













Also this HJM model admits a short rate realization, namely
dRt = {Φ(t) − aRt}dt + σ
p
RtdWt (145)
The role of Φ is as in the extended Vasiˇ cek model above.
It is now natural to ask if we can extend these models by allowing one or several
parameters to be stochastic, and still retain the existence of a ﬁnite dimensional
realization.
58We consider the following extensions of the above volatility structures. In all
cases we assume that the scalar y process has dynamics of the form
dyt = a0(yt)dt + b(yt)dW
y
t ,
with b(y) 6= 0 for all y.
1. HW with stochastic a:
σ(r,y,x)=σe−yx (146)
2. HW with stochastic σ:
σ(r,y,x)=ye−ax (147)
3. CIR with stochastic σ:
σ(r,y,x)=y
p
r(0) · λ(x,y,a) (148)
4. CIR with stochastic a:
σ(r,y,x)=σ
p
r(0) · λ(x,σ,y) (149)
For all these models, the induced parameterized model admits, by construction,
an FDR. It is now reasonable to ask if this also holds for the corresponding
stochastic volatility models.
7.3 Finite realizations for general stochastic volatility mod-
els
In order to solve the FDR problem for stochastic volatility models we will of
course use the Lie algebra theory for the existence of FDRs in Hilbert space,
developed in Section 4.
7.3.1 Lie algebra conditions for the existence of an FDR
Our problem is to study the existence of an FDR for a stochastic volatility
model of the form
drt = µ0(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t)dWt (150)
dyt = a
0(yt)dt + b(yt)dWt. (151)





59but none of the results in this section does in fact depend upon this particular
structure of µ0. Therefore we will, for the rest of the section, consider a general
abstract stochastic volatility model of the form (150)-(151).
To apply our earlier Lie algebra results to the present situation we proceed in
the following way.
• Deﬁne the Hilbert space ˆ H by ˆ H = H×Rk.







• Write the dynamics of ˆ r on Stratonovich form instead of the original Itˆ o
form.
• Use the abstract Lie algebraic result from Theorem 4.2 on the process ˆ r.
We will thus view ˆ r as an inﬁnite dimensional “column vector” process, and we
will henceforth always write it on block vector form as above.
The Stratonovich dynamics of ˆ r are routinely derived as
drt = µ(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t) ◦ dWt (154)













Here σr denotes the partial Frechet derivative of σ w.r.t. the vector variable r
and similarly for the other terms.
Written as a single equation on ˆ H we thus have
dˆ rt =ˆ µ(ˆ r)dt +ˆ σ(ˆ r) ◦ dWt, (158)









ˆ σ1(r,y), ..., ˆ σm(r,y)
￿
(160)







60where bi is the i : th column of the b matrix.
We make the following standing regularity assumption which is assumed to hold
throughout the entire paper.
Assumption 7.2 We assume that the dimension (evaluated pointwise) of the
Lie algebra
{ˆ µ, ˆ σ1,...,ˆ σm}LA < ∞, (162)
is constant in a neighborhood of ˆ r0 ∈ ˆ H
Our ﬁrst general result now follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. Note that
when we below speak about the dimension of a Lie algebra, this is always to be
interpreted in terms of pointwise evaluation.
Theorem 7.1 Under Assumption 7.2, the stochastic volatility model (150)-
(151) will have a generic FDR at the point ˆ r0 if and only if
dim{ˆ µ, ˆ σ1,...,ˆ σm}LA < ∞, (163)
in a neighborhood of ˆ r0 ∈ ˆ H.
For simplicity of notation we will often use the shorthand notation {ˆ µ, ˆ σ}LA for
the Lie algebra {ˆ µ, ˆ σ1,...,ˆ σm}LA.
7.3.2 Geometric intuition
At this level of generality it is hard to obtain more concrete results. As an
example: there seems to be no simple result connecting the existence of an FDR
for the full model with existence of an FDR for the parameterized model. The
geometric intuition behind this is roughly as follows.
• From Proposition 4.1 we know that existence of an FDR for ˆ r is equivalent
to the existence of a ﬁnite dimensional invariant manifold in ˆ H passing
through ˆ r0.
• If the parameterized model admits a generic FDR then, for every ﬁxed y
near y0, there exists an invariant manifold G in H through r0. Thus one
would perhaps guess that the manifold G×Rk would be invariant for ˆ r,
thus implying the existence of an FDR for ˆ r.
• However, the manifold G above will generically depend on y. Writing it as
Gy, what may (and generically will) happen is that, as ˆ rt moves around
in ˆ H, yt will move in Rk and the family {Gyt; t ≥ 0} may sweep out an
inﬁnite dimensional manifold in ˆ H. Thus the existence of an FDR for the
parameterized model is not suﬃcient for the existence of an FDR for the
full model.
61• Conversely, the existence of an FDR for the parameterized model does not
even seem to be necessary for the existence of an FDR for the full model.
Suppose for example that, for each y, there does not exist an invariant
manifold for the parameterized model. This means that the parameterized
model does not possess an FDR. Despite this it could well happen that the
process ˆ r does live on a ﬁnite dimensional invariant manifold (and thus
possesses an FDR). The reason for this is that there could be a subtle
interplay between the dynamics of r and y, and in particular one might
intuitively expect this interplay to be possible if there is strong correlation
between the Wiener process components driving r and y.
• From the argument above we are led to guess that the simplest structural
situation occurs when r and y are driven by independent Wiener processes.
Since in this case, the evolution of y is independent of the present state of
r, we may even guess (bravely) that any FDR properties of the full model
will be “uniform” w.r.t. y in the sense that the results will not depend
much on the particular dynamics of y.
As we shall see below, the intuition outlined above is basically substantiated.
7.4 General orthogonal noise models
Based on the informal arguments in the previous section we now go on to study
the case when r and y are driven by independent Wiener processes. We will refer
to this type of model as an “orthogonal noise model”. We consider the case of
a general SDE in Hilbert space.
7.4.1 Model speciﬁcation and preliminary results
Assumption 7.3 For the rest of the section we assume that we can write the











where W r and W y are vector Wiener processes of dimensions mr and my re-
spectively. Furthermore we assume that the (r,y) dynamics are of the particular
form
drt = µ0(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t)dW
r
t (164)
dyt = a0(yt)dt + b(yt)dW
y
t , (165)
where the coeﬃcients satisfy suitable smoothness conditions (see Section 7.3).
62Under this assumption r and y are driven by orthogonal noise terms, and this
leads to an important simpliﬁcation of the geometric structure of the model.
Lemma 7.1 The Stratonovich formulation of (164)-(165) is given by
drt = µ(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t) ◦ dW r
t (166)












Proof. In order to ﬁnd the Stratonovich form of the r dynamics we need to
compute
dhσ,W rit = dσ(rt,y t).
The inﬁnite dimensional Itˆ o formula gives us
dσ(rt,y t)=( dt-terms) + σr(rt,y t)σ(rt,y t)dW
r




dhσ,W rit = σr(rt,y t)σ(rt,y t)dhW r,Writ + σy(rt,y t)b(yt)dhW y,Writ
Since W r and W y are independent this simpliﬁes to
dhσ,W
rit = σr(r,y)σ(r,y)dt.
In order to see more clearly the geometric structure of the orthogonal noise

























We thus have the following immediate and preliminary result.
Proposition 7.1 The orthogonal noise model (164)-(165) admits an FDR if

























is ﬁnite dimensional at ˆ r0.
63More compactly we will often write the generators of the Lie algebra above as

















A very useful property of the orthogonal noise model is the simple structure of
the Stratonovich formulation of the parameterized model. The proof is trivial.
Lemma 7.2 For the orthogonal noise model (164)-(165), the Itˆ o formulation
of the parameterized model is deﬁned by
drt = µ0(rt,y)dt + σ(rt,y)dW
r
t , (172)
and the Stratonovich formulation of the parameterized model is given by
drt = µ(rt,y)dt + σ(rt,y) ◦ dW r
t , (173)
with µ deﬁned by (168).
The point of this Lemma is that it shows that, for orthogonal noise mod-
els, the operations “restrict to the parameterized model” and “compute the
Stratonovich dynamics” commute, i.e. the Stratonovich formulation of the pa-
rameterized model is identical to the parameterized version of the Stratonovich
formulation of the original model.
In order to obtain easily veriﬁable necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the
existence of an FDR we will in the next sections introduce some further struc-
tural assumptions. In doing this we will have to deal with Lie brackets in several
spaces, so we have to clarify some notation.
Deﬁnition 7.3 From now on, the following notation is in force:




denotes the Lie bracket in ˆ H.
• For any smooth mapping f(r,y) where f : ˆ H→Hand for any ﬁxed
y ∈ R, the parameterized vector ﬁeld fy : H→His deﬁned by
fy(r)=f(r,y)
• For any smooth mappings f,g : ˆ H→H, the expression [fy,gy] denotes
the Lie bracket on H between fy and gy. This Lie bracket will sometimes
also be denoted by [f(·,y),g(·,y)]H.
• For vector ﬁelds c(y) and d(y) on Rk, the notation [c,d] denotes the Lie
bracket on Rk.
647.4.2 Necessary conditions
It turns out that, in order to obtain easy necessary condition, a crucial role is
played by the geometric relation between the drift vector ﬁeld a(y) and the Lie
algebra on Rk generated by the diﬀusion vector ﬁelds b1(y),...,b my.
Our ﬁrst result relates the stochastic volatility model to the corresponding pa-
rameterized model.






in a neighborhood of y0. Under this assumption, a necessary condition for the
existence of an FDR for the stochastic volatility model is that the corresponding
parameterized model
drt = µ(rt,y)dt + σ(rt,y)dW r
t (175)
admits a generic FDR at y0.
Proof. We assume that the full stochastic volatility model admits an FDR, and
we also assume that (174) is satisﬁed. We now have to show that, under these
assumptions, the parameterized model admits and FDR, i.e. that the Lie algebra
(on H) of the parameterized model is ﬁnite dimensional near r0, for every ﬁxed
y near y0. From Lemma 7.2 we know that the Stratonovich formulation of the
parameterized model is given by
drt = µ(rt,y)dt + σ(rt,y) ◦ dW r
t , (176)
which we write as
drt = µy(rt)dt + σy(rt) ◦ dW r
t . (177)
Our task is now to show that
{µy,σy}LA
is ﬁnite dimensional near r0 for all y near y0.
Since we assumed that the full model possessed an FDR we know that the Lie
algebra
n








































. For any i and j, let us




. We easily obtain the block matrix form









i denotes the Frechet derivative on Rk of the vector ﬁeld bi. Performing































































We assumed that a ∈{ b}LA, so there exists vector ﬁelds c1(y),...,c n(y)i n












ˆ µ, ˆ σ,ˆ b
o
LA
we see from the above that the








ˆ µ, ˆ σ,ˆ b
o
LA
. From [9] we know that we are allowed to perform Gaussian
elimination. More precisely, we may replace ˆ µ by ˆ µ −
Pn























From this we see that the Lie algebra
n
ˆ µ, ˆ σ,ˆ b
o
LA
for the full model is in fact







66Since we assumed that
n
ˆ µ, ˆ σ,ˆ b
o
LA
was ﬁnite dimensional, then also the smaller
Lie algebra











is necessarily also ﬁnite dimensional. In computing this latter Lie algebra we
may now argue as for {b}LA above. Let us, for example, compute the Lie bracket
[ˆ m, ˆ σi]. We easily obtain





















where subindex r and y denotes the partial Frechet derivative w.r.t r and y.
Now we observe that µr(r,y)σi(r,y) − σir(r,y)µ(r,y)=[ µy,σ
y
i ](r) so we have








and continuing in this way we obtain

















Since {ˆ m, ˆ σ}LA is ﬁnite dimensional for all (r,y) near (r0,y 0) we thus see that
{µy,σy}LA has to be ﬁnite dimensional near r0 for all y near y0. This however
is equivalent to the existence of an FDR for the parameterized model.
We have the following obvious corollary, which seems to be enough for many
concrete applications.




LA = Rk. (178)
Then, regardless of the form of a, the existence of an FDR for the parameterized
model is necessary for the existence of an FDR for the full model. In particular,
the assumption above is valid, and thus the conclusion holds, for the following
special cases.
• my = k and the k × k diﬀusion matrix b(y) is invertible near y0.
• y is scalar and driven by a scalar Wiener process (i.e. k = my =1 ), and
the scalar ﬁeld b(y) is nonzero near y0.
We now go on to obtain more precise (but still easily veriﬁable) necessary condi-
tions, and the simplest case is when the diﬀusion matrix b is square and invert-
ible. Since the multidimensional case is a bit messy we start with the scalar case,
and we will in fact use the scalar result in the proof of the multidimensional
case.
67Proposition 7.3 Assume that y and W y are scalar and that the (scalar) diﬀu-
sion term b(y) is nonzero near y0. Then the following conditions are necessary
for the existence of an FDR for the full model.
• For every ﬁxed r and y near (r0,y 0) the partial derivatives of µ and σi(r,y)
i =1 ,...,m r w.r.t y span a ﬁnite dimensional space in H, i.e. there exists













n (r,y); n =0 ,1,2,...
￿
≤ N (180)
for every i =1 ,...m r.










Proof. In order to obtain necessary conditions we assume that the full model
admits an FDR, and for simplicity of notation we assume that mr = 1 (this will
not aﬀect the proof). The Lie algebra for the full model is then ﬁnite dimensional













































We start by proving (180), the proof for (179) being identical. Since the full
algebra is ﬁnite dimensional, also the smaller Lie algebra generated by ˆ σ and ˆ 1





















obtained by starting with ˆ σ and then taking repeated brackets with ˆ 1, has to









where for any vector ﬁeld ˆ f the operators adn
ˆ f : ˆ H→ ˆ H are deﬁned recursively
by
ad0










ˆ f (ˆ g)=
h
adn
ˆ f(ˆ g), ˆ f
i
.































































































Since, by the argument above,
n
adn
ˆ 1(ˆ σ)(r,y); n ≥ 0
o
span a ﬁnite dimensional





69must span a ﬁnite dimensional subspace in H for all (r,y) near ˆ r0. We have
thus proved (180) for the case when W r is scalar. The general case is proved by
applying the above argument for each component of σ.
We now go on to prove the necessary condition (182) and we will in fact show
that (182) follows from (180). Again we carry out a separate argument for
each component σi, so without loss of generality we may assume that σ only
has a single component (i.e that mr = 1). Now, if (180) holds and we de-
note the dimension of the spanned subspace by n + 1, there exists scalar ﬁelds
aj(r,y); j =0 ,...n, such that we have the following H-valued vector identity







We now ﬁx an arbitrary r, and for this ﬁxed r we deﬁne the H-vector functions
























The point of this is that we can now write equation (183) as the linear ODE
dZ(y)
dy
=( A(y) ⊗ I)Z(y) (184)
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and the (n+1)×(n+1) matrix function


















As one would perhaps guess, the solution of (184) can be shown to have the
representation
Z(y)=[ Φ ( y,y0) ⊗ I]Z(y0), (185)














which proves (182). The proof for (181) is identical.
In order to state the corresponding multidimensional result we need to introduce
some notation.
Deﬁnition 7.4 A multi index α ∈ Zk
+ is any k-vector with nonnegative inte-


















We can now state multidimensional version of the theorem above. The crucial
assumption needed is that the Lie algebra generated by the diﬀusion matrix
b(y) spans the entire space Rk. For the proof see [8].




LA = Rk, (187)
is satisﬁed near y0.
Then the following conditions are necessary for the existence of an FDR for the
stochastic volatility model.
• For every ﬁxed r and y near (r0,y 0) the partial derivatives of µ(r,y) and
σi(r,y) w.r.t y span a uniformly ﬁnite dimensional space in H, i.e. there


















for every i =1 ,...m r.









7.4.3 Test examples: II.
We illustrate the necessary conditions obtained so far by studying the test ex-
amples (146)-(149) of Section 7.2. By the assumptions of Section 7.2, all three
examples are within the class of orthogonal noise models. We may thus directly
apply Proposition 7.2, or (since we have a scalar model) Corollary 7.1 and
check whether the corresponding parameterized models possess ﬁnite dimen-
sional realizations. In all these cases, however, this test is trivially satisﬁed since
the volatility structures were constructed directly from HJM models possessing
short rate realizations. Thus all the models pass this necessary conditions.
We now go on to the necessary conditions of Proposition (7.3). From (182)
and ocular inspection of the examples above we immediately have the following
result.
Proposition 7.5 Assuming a scalar y-process with non zero diﬀusion term, the
stochastic volatilities in (146), (148) and (149) do not admit an FDR.
Thus (146), (148) and (149) are out of the race. In particular we note that there
is no stochastic volatility extension of the CIR forward rate volatility for which
there exists a ﬁnite dimensional realization. In fact, it is easy to see that we in
fact have the following stronger result where we allow both the parameters a
and σ to depend upon the process y.




r(0) · λ(x,σ(y),a(y)) (192)
where the functions σ(y) and a(y) are assumed to be non-constant and where
the y process is assumed to have non zero diﬀusion term. Then the stochastic
volatility model does not possess an FDR.
It remains to study the volatility structure (146) in more detail, and this will
be done below.
727.4.4 Necessary and suﬃcient conditions
In this section we provide necessary and suﬃcient conditions for the existence
of an FDR in the case of an orthogonal noise model, thus improving upon the
general results of Theorem 7.1.
We need the following deﬁnition.













In this expression ∂α
y µy is, for each ﬁxed y, considered as a (parameterized)
vector ﬁeld on H, and correspondingly for the σ components.
In order to obtain reasonably concrete results we need to assume that the Lie
algebra generated by the b matrix is full dimensional, leaving the general case
as an open problem.





LA = k. (193)
Under this assumption, a necessary and suﬃcient condition for the existence of
an FDR for the stochastic volatility model is that, for each y, we have
dim Ly < ∞ (194)
near r0.
Proof. From proposition 7.1 we know that there exists an FDR if and only if

























is ﬁnite dimensional. Under the assumption (193), and using Gaussian elimina-





















where Ik is the identity matrix on Rk. Using the fact that repeated bracketing
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It follows by induction that in order to prove (195) we may WLOG assume that


































so it is enough to prove that each L
y
k is invariant under ∂y and we prove this by






for all n ≤ k. Now ﬁx an arbitrary f ∈ L
y
k+1. We start by considering two cases:
the case when f ∈ L
y
k and the case when f =[ g,h] with g,h ∈ L
y
k.I ff ∈ L
y
k
then ∂y ∈ L
y
k by the induction assumption, so ∂y ∈ L
y
k+1.I ff =[ g,h] with
g,h ∈ L
y













k] by the induction assumption. Thus also in this case we have
∂yf ∈ L
y
k+1. A generic f ∈ L
y
k+1 is, by deﬁnition, a linear combination of terms
of the above type so we are ﬁnished.
747.4.5 A simple suﬃcient condition
The object of this section is to show that, under some rather restrictive but
nontrivial assumptions, it is possible to derive an extremely simple suﬃcient
condition for the existence of an FDR for the full stochastic volatility model
in terms of the FDR for the parameterized model. Furthermore; under these
assumptions the realization for the full model can be constructed directly, and
in a trivial manner, from the realization for the parameterized model.
Assumption 7.4
1. The Ito formulation of the r-dynamics of the stochastic volatility model is
of the form
drt = µ0(rt,y t)dt + σt(rt,y t)dWt. (197)
2. We assume that y is independent of W. Apart from this assumption, the
process y is allowed to be an arbitrary semimartingale with values in Rk.











t ,y)dt + B(Z
y
t ,y) ◦ dWt, (199)
where Zy is Rd valued and G is a smooth mapping G : Rd →H .
The important part of this assumption is that, for the parameterized model, the
parameter y only appears in the Zy dynamics, but not the output mapping G.
We will discuss the geometric signiﬁcance of this below, but ﬁrst we state the
result.
Proposition 7.8 Under Assumption 7.4, the stochastic volatility model pos-
sesses an FDR, and a concrete realization is in fact given by
rt = G(Zt), (200)
dZt = A(Zt,y t)dt + B(Zt,y t) ◦ dWt, (201)
With G, A and B as in (198)-(199).
Proof. From the independence between y and W it follows that the Stratonovich
formulation of the r-dynamics is given by






75Now let us consider (200)-(201) as an Ansatz. The r-dynamics induced by (200)-
(201) are given by
drt = G0(Zt)A(Zt,y t)dt + G0(Zt)B(Zt,y t) ◦ dWt, (203)
so it follows that (200)-(201) is a realization of (202) if and only if
µ(r,y)=G?A(r,y), (204)
σ(r,y)=G?B(r,y). (205)
We thus have to prove that (204)-(205) hold, and to this end we use the fact
that, by assumption, (198)-(199) is a realization for the parameterized model.






t ,y)dt + σ(r
y
t ,y) ◦ dWt, (206)
and the important point here is that this is precisely the parameterized version
of the Stratonovich formulation of the original r-dynamics. The ry-dynamics











t ,y) ◦ dWt, (207)
and since this was assumed to be a realization of (206) we thus have
µ(r,y)=G?A(r,y),
σ(r,y)=G?B(r,y),
which was to be proved.






t ,y)dt + B(Z
y
t ,y)dWt,
then the conclusion of Proposition 7.8 still holds if the Stratonovich diﬀerential
in (201) is replaced by an Itˆ o diﬀerential, i,.e. by
dZt = A(Zt,y t)dt + B(Zt,y t)dWt.
This is useful if the realization of the parameterized model is originally given in
Itˆ o form.
This, very strong but also very restrictive, result has a clear and simple geometric
interpretation. First, we know from general (orthogonal noise) theory that a
necessary condition for an FDR is that the parameterized model possesses an











t ,y)dt + B(Z
y
t ,y) ◦ dWt, (209)
76where the output function G as well as the drift term A and diﬀusion term B
depend upon y, but in Proposition 7.8 we have assumed that G does not in
fact depend on y. To understand the geometric meaning of this assumption we
recall from Proposition 4.1 that the parameterized model, for a ﬁxed y, admits
an FDR if and only if there exists an invariant manifold Gy passing through r0,
and in the generic case this invariant manifold will of course depend upon y.
The relation between Gy and the realization (208)-(209) is that
Gy = Im Gy,
where the mapping Gy : Rd →His deﬁned by Gy(z)=G(z,y). Thus; assuming
that G does not depend upon the parameter y is equivalent to assuming that
the invariant manifold for the parameterized model passing through r0 does not
depend upon y. In that case, denoting the invariant manifold by G it is of course
geometrically obvious that G×Rk will be a ﬁnite dimensional invariant manifold
for the process (rt,y t) thus guaranteeing the existence of an FDR for the full
model.
Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 4.2 that the invariant manifold Gy is









so if Ly does not depend upon y then neither will G(z,y). We thus have the
following result.
Proposition 7.9 Assume that
• The process y is an Rk-valued semimartingale which is independent of W.
• The parameterized model admits an FDR for every ﬁxed y.
• Lie algebra Ly deﬁned in (210) does not depend upon the parameter y.
Then the full model will possess an FDR.
We ﬁnish this discussion by noticing that for the general Lie algebraic machin-
ery to work it is essential that all processes are Wiener driven. The geometric
reason for this is that the Wiener process acts locally in space (the inﬁnitesimal
generator is a partial diﬀerential operator) and this allows us to analyze the
realization problems using diﬀerential geometry (i.e. local analysis). It is there-
fore noteworthy that in the simple situation discussed above in this section, we
did not have to assume that y is driven by a Wiener process – it can also have
jumps.
777.4.6 An example
As an application of the results in Section 7.4.5, we consider the following volatil-
ity structure for a standard forward rate model driven by a scalar Wiener process
W r,
σ(r,x)=ϕ(r)e−αx. (211)
Here ϕ is assumed to be an arbitrarily chosen smooth scalar ﬁeld, and α is a
positive constant. This is an extension of the model investigated in [35], where
an FDR was constructed for the case when ϕ was assumed to be of the particular
form ϕ(r)=g (r(0)), for some smooth function g : R → R. As was shown in
Section 5.3, the model admits an FDR of the following form.
Deﬁne the mapping G : R+ × R2 →Hby
G(t,z1,z 2)(x)=r0(x + t)+z1e−αx + z2e−2αx (212)




















where we have used the shorthand notation
Gt = G(t,Z1(t),Z 2(t)).
The important point to notice is that the mapping G in (212) does not involve
ϕ. We may now extend the model above to a stochastic volatility model with
an arbitrary scalar y-process (assumed to be independent of W r), by deﬁning
the volatility structure as
σ(r,y,x)=ϕ(r,y)e
−αx. (216)
where ϕ is an arbitrarily chosen scalar ﬁeld.
By construction, the parameterized model admits an FDR of the form (213)-
(215) where G is exactly as above, and where ϕ[Gt] is replaced by ϕ[Gt,y]. The
point is again that G does not involve y , so it now follows immediately from







2 [Gt,y t] − αZ1(t)
￿
dt










78Remark 7.2 In this example we have used the Itˆ o dynamics instead of the
Stratonovich dynamics. The reason is that the Itˆ o dynamics of the realization
are simpler than the Stratonovich dynamics.
7.5 Forward rate stochastic volatility models
We now go on to apply the general results above to the more concrete case of
forward rate models. we recall that the Ito formulation of the stochastic volatility







dt + σ(rt,y t,x)dWt (217)
dyt = a
0(yt)dt + b(yt)dWt, (218)
where H is deﬁned in (137). On Stratonovich form the model has the form
drt = µ(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t) ◦ dWt (219)
dyt = a(yt)dt + b(yt) ◦ dWt, (220)
where











As usual F denotes the operator ∂
∂x, σr denotes the partial Frechet derivative
of σ w.r.t. the vector variable r and similarly for σy.
7.5.1 Necessary conditions for orthogonal noise models
In the orthogonal noise case the model has the following Stratonovich form
drt = µ(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t) ◦ dW r
t (223)












We now have the following surprisingly restrictive result.
79Proposition 7.10 Assume the following:
• The model is an orthogonal noise model.
• The condition ￿
b1,...b my
￿
LA = Rk, (227)
is satisﬁed near y0.
Then, a necessary condition for the existence of an FDR is that the volatility




ϕij(r,y)λj(x),i =1 ,...,m r, (228)
where λ1,...,λ N are constant vector ﬁelds, and ϕij are smooth scalar ﬁelds.
Proof. Since we have assumed orthogonal noise, Proposition 7.2 implies that
a necessary condition for the existence of an FDR is that the parameterized
model admits an FDR. Furthermore; applying Theorem 4.13 of [23] to the pa-





Given this expression, an application of Proposition 7.4 ﬁnishes the proof.
Given a volatility structure of the form (228) we now go on to ﬁnd suﬃcient
conditions for the existence of an FDR.
7.5.2 Suﬃcient conditions for the general noise models
We now consider a multidimensional forward rate model of the form
drt = µ(rt,y t)dt + σ(rt,y t) ◦ dWt (230)
dyt = a(yt)dt + b(yt) ◦ dWt. (231)
where W is assumed to be m-dimensional, and y is as usual k-dimensional. We
will assume that the volatility structure is of the form (228), but we stress the
fact that we do not restrict ourselves to the orthogonal noise model.
We recall from Section 2.2 that a real valued function f : R → R is said to be
quasi exponential if it is the solution of a linear ODE with constant coeﬃcients,








80where γi,α j,ω j are real numbers, whereas pj and qj are real polynomials.
The main result is as follows.
Proposition 7.11 Consider the model (230)-(231) and assume that the com-




ϕij(r,y)λj(x),i =1 ,...,m. (233)
Under this assumption a suﬃcient condition for the existence of an FDR is that
λ1(x),...,λ m(x) are quasi exponential. The scalar ﬁelds ϕij(x) are allowed to
be arbitrary.
Proof. In order to avoid to much and messy notation, we give the proof only
for the simpliﬁed case when
σi(r,y,x)=ϕi(r,y)λi(x).
The arguments in the general case are almost identical. Under the given as-
sumption the Stratonovich drift term of r is given by














where bi denotes the i.th column of the matrix b. The Lie algebra L under study















































































































As in Section 4.5.1 it now follows that L2 is ﬁnite dimensional if and only if
λ1,...,λ m are quasi exponential.
817.5.3 The scalar case
We ﬁnish by a reasonably complete investigation of the most important spe-
cial case, which occurs when y is scalar, r and y are driven by scalar Wiener
processes, and the volatility has the form
σ(r,y,x)=ϕ(r,y)λ(x). (235)
Such a model will have the form
drt(x)={Frt(x)+Φ ( r,y)D(x)}dt + ϕ(r,y)λ(x)dW r
t





















t = W 1
t
where W 1 and W 2 are independent Wiener processes. We then have the dy-
namics
drt = {Frt +Φ D}dt + ϕλρW 1
t + ϕλ
p
1 − ρ2W 2
t
dyt = a0dt + bdW 1
t .
We can now prove the following main result for the scalar case.
Proposition 7.12 Assume that ϕy(r,y) 6=0 , and that b(y) 6=0i.e. that the
model is non trivial. Then the following hold.
• In the non-perfectly correlated case |ρ| < 1, a necessary and suﬃcient
condition for the existence of an FDR is that the vector ﬁeld λ is quasi
exponential. The scalar ﬁeld ϕ(r,y) is allowed to be arbitrary.
• In the perfectly correlated case |ρ| =1 , the condition above is suﬃcient.
Proof. The Stratonovich dynamics of the model are given by
drt =
￿








dt + ϕλ ◦ W 1
t +
p
1 − ρ2ϕλ ◦ W 2
t
dyt = adt + b ◦ dW 1
t .
82Thus the relevant Lie algebra L on ˆ H is generated by the vector ﬁelds
￿
















We start with the non-perfectly correlated case, so we assume that |ρ| < 1.































































From this it follows immediately that the Lie algebra is ﬁnite dimensional if an
only if the linear span of
{F
nλ, F
nD; n ≥ 0}
is a ﬁnite dimensional subspace in H. It is however easily seen that this happens
if and only if λ is quasi exponential.
In the perfectly correlated case |ρ| = 1 we can WLOG assume that ρ = 1 and
we are left with the following generators for the Lie algebra L.
￿











There seems tho be no easy way of reducing this set of generators, but it is
obvious that L is included in the Lie algebra Lext generated by the ﬁelds
￿















Thus a suﬃcient condition for an FDR is that the larger Lie algebra Lext is ﬁnite
dimensional. It is however easily seen that Lext is identical with the algebra
discussed in the non-perfectly correlated case above, so we are ﬁnished.
837.5.4 Test examples: III.
We can now continue our study of the test examples of Section 7.2. In fact, only
one example is left in the race, namely
2. HW with stochastic σ:
σ(r,y,x)=ye−ax. (236)
We now have the following result, which is immediately obtained from Propo-
sition 7.12.
Proposition 7.13 The stochastic volatility version of the Hull-White extended
Vasiˇ cek volatility structure with stochastic σ, as in (236) admits an FDR.
7.5.5 Construction of realizations
In the previous sections we have provided existence results for FDRs, but so
far we have not actually constructed any concrete realizations. However; the
construction technique outlined in Section 5 can immediately be adapted to the
stochastic volatility framework, and we only give an illustrative example. The
example is the Hull-White extended Vasiˇ cek model with stochastic σ as in (236)
above. We already know that the forward rate model of the form (230)-(231),
with volatilities given by (236), has a ﬁnite dimensional realization. Not surpris-
ingly, y can be chosen as one of the state variables, and a concrete realization
can be shown to be given by
ˆ rt = b G(Zt,y t). (237)
Here b G is deﬁned by






where G is given by




The dynamics of the state space variables are given by

         







dt +( y0 + y)dWt,
dZ2 =
￿
−2αZ2 +( y0 + y)2￿
dt
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